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Head Coach Tim Doup was named the 2012 OAC Coach of the Year in his first season at the helm. 
Doup was the first Cardinals head coach since George Novotny in 1946 to have a winning record 
in his first season.
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The 2014 Otterbein University Football Medio 
Guide is a multi-purpose publication for use by 
the news media, as well as fans and alumni of 
Otterbein University. Additional information is 
available to the media upon request from the 
Sports Information Office. News releases and 
photographs will only be made available to 
members of the news media.
Media Credentials
All media attending Otterbein University 
football home games are requested to no­
tify the Sports Information Office. Creden­
tials for home games are issued for work­
ing media only and should be requested as 
early as possible.
When making requests for press creden­
tials, photo passes, and/or space please 
call or e-mail Ed Syguda.
Otterbein University reserves the right to 
dismiss a media member to ensure a work­
ing press box.
Press Box Services
A complete running play-by-play, along 
with individual and team statistics will be 
distributed to members of the working 
media approximately 15 minutes after the 
conclusion of each game. Press kits are 
available prior to kickoff and include a 
program, a flip card, and game notes.
Credits
The 2014 media guide has been written 
and edited by Ed Syguda, Sports Informa­
tion Director, and Adam Prescott, Asst. 
Sports Information Director, to assist in 
covering Otterbein University football in the 
201 3 season. Photos by Ed Syguda. Cover 
by Roger Routson. Contents of this guide 
are subject to change and will be supple­
mented during the season by the Sports 
Information Office. All requests for addi­
tional information, including photographs, 
game accommodations, and press passes 
should be forwarded to the Sports Informa­
tion Office.
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME
9/6 at St. John Fisher Rochester, N.Y. Noon
9/20 MARIEnA* Westerville, Ohio 2 p.m.
9/27 at Wilmington* Wilmington, Ohio 7 p.m.
10/4 HEIDELBERG* Westerville, Ohio 1:30 p.m.
10/11 CAPITAL* Westerville Ohio 7 p.m.
10/18 at Muskingum* New Concord, Ohio 1:30 p.m.
10/25 at Baldwin Wallace* Berea, Ohio 1:30 p.m.
11/1 MOUNT UNION* Westerville, Ohio 1:30 p.m.
11/8 at John Carroll* University Heights, Ohio 1:30 p.m.
11/15 OHIO NORTHERN* Westerville, Ohio 1:30 p.m.
* Denotes Ohio Athletic Conference gomes
HOME GAMES IN BOLD
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SEASON PREVIEW OTTERBEIN
Third-year head coach Tim Doup is seeking 
improvement on both lines of scrimmage as he 
prepares his team for the 2014 season.
"The key, to be honest, are our offensive and 
defensive lines," Doup said about his team's 
chances for a success this season. "If those 
guys can jell and be as good as I think they 
can, then we will be alright. We've got to get 
a lot better up front on both sides of the ball to 
compete with the top-tier guys now."
The Cardinals could return as many as 50 
lettermen from last season's 5-5 team that 
finished in a three-way tie for fourth place in the 
Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC) at 5-4.
The Cardinals, a very young team a year ago, 
could become the surprise team in the OAC in 
2014.
"I think we can as long as everybody did what 
I asked them to over the off-season—get bigger, 
get stronger, and run to stay in shape," Doup said. "There is no 
reason why we can't get back to the top."
Six starters, including four linemen, return to the offense.
. Senior Brick Davis is the most experienced 
it quarterback returning. Davis played in six 
games, completing 12 of 26 pass attempts for 
148 yards last season.
Others who could compete for the starting role 
at quarterback include seniors Thomas Linder 
and Jacob Stewart, junior Kevan Green, and 
sophomore Joey Longhino.
"They all know they are in a battle," Doup said. 
"Somebody has got to step up and win the 
job."
Otterbein's most active receivers returning from 
201 3 include sophomore tight end Bryson 
Wray, who started all 10 games at tight end, 
and junior slot receiver Connor Lucas, who 
was in a backup role last season. Wray caught 
eight balls for 77 yards and two touchdowns a 
year ago, and Lucas made 23 catches for 21 1 
yards.
Other returnees at wide receiver include seniors Cole Benner, and 
juniors Kyle Pisano and Aaron Thompson. Also back are junior 
tight end Chad McCray and senior Ryan Thombs, who switched 
from quarterback to wide receiver during spring practice.
"Our strengths right now, are our running backs," Doup said. "We 
have a stable of running backs that are very, very good."
Junior running back Drew Ervin returns to the starting lineup. Ervin 
led Otterbein with 513 yards and four touchdowns last season in 
an offense designed more for passing. Sophomore running back 
Reid Hutchison, who rushed for 1 24 yards in a backup role, also 
returns.
Graduation took a bigger bite out of the Cardinal defense. The 
Cardinals lost six starters, including two-time All-OAC defensive 
end Zack Grieves, with 66 tackles in 2013.
Returning defensive starters include senior nose guard Tyler Green, 
sophomore inside linebacker Austin Jones, sophomore outside 
linebacker Will Brett, senior safety Jordan Bonifas, and senior 
cornerback Ty Compton.
Others in the mix include sophomore fullback Dalton Jarvis, senior 
running back Tyler Hammond and junior running back John Pyles.
"Our running game is all going to start up front with the O-line," 
Doup said. "A year older. I'm expecting us to run the ball better."
Otterbein featured one of the youngest offensive lines in the OAC 
in 2013, starting three sophomores and one freshman for most of 
the season.
Junior left tackle Justin Christoff, sophomore left guard Dakota 
Crawford, junior center Grant Noppenberger, and junior right 
guard Ryan Mickle are back.
Jones, an honorable mention All-OAC pick in 2013, led the OAC 
in solo tackles, 56, and ranked third in tackles for loss, with 12.5. 
He averaged 10 stops a game.
The Cardinals return all three of their kicking specialists, senior 
Nick Ganus, kickoffs and long field goals, senior Alana Gaither, 
extra points and short field goals, and junior Jordan Keaton, punts. 
Otterbein led the OAC in kick return defense and ranked fourth in 
net punting last year.
Otterbein opens the new season at St. John Fisher Sept. 6. St.
John Fisher advanced to the quarterfinals of the NCAA Division III 
Football Playoffs last season.
The Cardinals might have to rely on the run more than usual in the 
early going, having lost starting quarterback Ben Sizemore and 
leading receiver Steven Carpenter, both All-OAC performers, to 
graduation.
The Cardinals get their first chance to play on the new turf in 
Memorial Stadium, hosting Marietta Sept. 20. Memorial Stadium 
received a $2.1 million upgrade over the summer, replacing the 
natural grass surface with Crossflex HP turf and installing a new 
track.
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OTTERBEIN 2014 OPPONENTS
ST. JOHN FISHER
Game 1 - Sept. 6 - Noon 
Rochester, N.Y.
MARIETTA
Game 2 - Sept. 20 - 2 p.m. 
Westerville, Ohio
WILMINGTON





Athletic Director................................... Bob Ward
Athletics Phone................................................(585) 385-8310
Affiliations.................................. NCAA Division III
Empire 8
Nickname.................................................Cardinals






Career Record....................................... 175.] 24-1
Lettermen Returning / Lost.........................40/24
Starters Returning on Off / Def.......................6/7
Series Record.................................Fisher leads 1-0
Sports Info. Dir..................................Norm Kieffer









9/6 OHERBEIN 12 p.m.
9/20 at College At Brockport * 6 p.m.
9/27 at Frostburg State * 1 p.m.
10/4 SALISBURY* 12 pm
10/11 HARTWICK* 1p.m.
10/1 8 at Utica * 1 p.m.
10/25 at Alfred State 1pm
11/1 BUFFALO STATE * 1 p.m
11/8 ITHACA* 1p.m.
11/15 at Alfred * 1 p.m.
Location............................ Marietta, Ohio 45750
Enrollment...................................................... 1,450
President............................................Dr. Jean Scott
Athletic Director................................... Larry Hiser
AthleHcs Phone............................ (740) 376-4664
Affiliations...................................NCAA Division III
Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC)
Nickname....................................................Pioneers
Colors..................................Navy Blue and White
Stadium.................Don Drumm Stadium (5,000)
Stadium Surface......................................... FieldTurf




Lettermen Returning / Lost.........................24/23
Starters Returning on Off / Def......................7/4
Series Record.....................Cardinals lead 44-41




Location...................... Wilmington, Ohio 45177
Enrollment....................................................... 1,200
President..............................................Jim Reynolds
Athletic Director............................Dr. Terry Rupert
Athletics Phone...........................(937) 382-6661
Affiliations..................................NCAA Division III
Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC)
Nickname.................................................... Quakers
Colors..........................................Green and White
Stadium.................. . Williams Stadium (3,500)
Stadium Surface....................................... Field Turf
Press Box Phone........................(937) 725-6703
Head Coach................................ Stacey Harriston
Coach's Phone............................(937) 382-6661
Career Record...................................................4-16
Lettermen Returning / Lost..........................20/18
Starters Returning on Off / Def......................4/3
Series Record........................Cardinals lead 12-8




Andy Waddle tim Conner
Head Coach running back
2014 SCHEDULE
Date Opponent Time
9/6 at Kenyon 1 p.m.
9/20 OTTERBEIN* 2 p.m.
9/27 at Mount Union* 7 p.m.
10/4 WILMINGTON* 6 p.m.
10/11 BALDWIN WALLACE* 1 p.m.
10/18 at John Carroll* 1:30 p.m
10/25 at Heidelberg* 1:30 p.m
n/1 OHIO NORTHERN* 1 p.m.
11/8 at Muskingum* 1:30 p.m.
11/15 CAPITAL* 1:30 p.m.
2014 SCHEDULE
Date Opponent Time
9/7 at Olivet 1:30 p.m.
9/20 at Capital* 1:30 pm
9/27 OHERBEIN* 7 p.m.
10/4 at Marietta* 6 p.m.
10/11 JOHN CARROLL* 2 p.m.
10/18 BALDWIN WALLACE* 1:30 p.m.
10/25 at Mount Union* 1:30 p.m.
11/1 HEIDELBERG* 1:30 p.m.
11/8 at Ohio Northern* 1:30 p.m.
11/15 MUSKINGUM* 1:30 p.m.
2013 RESULTS (10-3, 5-2)
Date Opponent Score
9/7 at Otterbein W 28-0
9/14 WASHINGTON & JEFFERSON W 42-21
9/28 SUNY CORTLAND W 33-25
10/5 FROSTBURG STATE* W 38-35
10/12 atHartwick * W 37-14
10/19 at Salsbury * L 42-35
10/26 at Ithica * L 25-22
11/2 UTICA* W 28-27
11/9 at Buffalo State* W 24-6
11/16 ALFRED* W48-13
11/23 at John CarrollW 25-16 
11/30 at Hobart & William Smith ^ W 27-6
2013 RESULTS (1-9, 1-8)
Date Opponent Score
9/7 at Case Western Reserve L 37-16
9/21 CAPITAL * L 42-13
9/28 at Mount Union* L 84-14
10/5 HEIDELBERG * L 68-17
10/12 JOHN CARROLL* L62-7
10/19 at Ohio Northern * L45-0
10/26 WILMINGTON * W 50-22
11/2 BALDWIN WALLACE* L31-7
11/9 at Otterbein* L 29-21
11/16 at Muskingum * L 24-14
*OAC Game
HOME GAMES IN BOLD













9/21 at Otterbein *
9/28 at Heidelberg * 
10/5 MUSKINGUM* 
10/12 at Mount Union * 
10/19 BALDWIN WALLACE 
10/26 at Marietta *
11/2 JOHN CARROLL* 
11/9 OHIO NORTHERN * 
11/16 at Capital *
*OAC Game 
HOME GAMES IN BOLD
12/7 at Mary Hardin-Baylor L 45-23 
*Empire 8 Game 
^ NCAA Playoff Game
HOME GAMES IN BOLD OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL MEDIA GUIDE 2014
2014 OPPONENTS OTTERBEIN
HEIDELBERG || CAPITAL || MUSKINGUM
Game 4 - Oct. 4 - 1:30 p.m. || Game 5 - Oct. 11-7 p.m. 11 Game 6 - Oct. 18-1:30 p.m. 
Westerville, Ohio || Westerville Ohio || New Concord, Ohio




Athletics Phone................................................ (419) 448-2009
Affiliations...................................NCAA Division III
Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC)
Nickname......................................................Student Princes
Colors..............................Red, Orange, and Black
Stadium................................ Mayer Field (3,500)
Stadium Surface............................... Synthetic Turf
Press Box Phone.............................................(419) 447-9071
Head Coach...................................................... Mike Hallett
Coach's Phone................................................. (419) 448-2627
Career Record................................................. 57-44
Lettermen Returning / Lost....................... 49 / 13
Starters Returning on Off / Def  .10/5
Series Record.............Heidelberg leads 45-28-4
Sports Info. Dir.................................................... Jeff Garvin










Athletic Director............................... Steve Bruning
Athletics Phone................................................(614) 236-6528
Affiliations...................................NCAA Division III
Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC)
Nickname................................................ Crusaders
Colors...........................................Purple and White
Stadium....................... Bernlohr Stadium (3,000)
Stadium Surface..........................................FieldTurf




Lettermen Returning / Lost.......................28/28
Starters Returning on Off / Def..................7 / 7
Series Record.................Crusaders lead 43-42-3
Sports Info. Dir...................................Ryan Gasser
SID Phone......................................................... (614) 236-6174
SID E-Mail.............................. rgasser@capital.edu
Website...................................athletics.capital.edu
Craig Candeto chase longweh
Head Coach quarterback










Stadium Surface............................... ProGrass Turf
Press Box Phone..............................................(740) 255-0075
Head Coach..............................................Al Logan
Coach's Phone............................. (440) 826-8216
Career Record..................................................23-65
Lettermen Returning / Lost........  .............23/ 15
Starters Returning.................................................14
Series Record.....................Muskies lead 39-32-2
Sports Info. Dir.................................... Tom Caudill
SID Phone................................... (740) 826-8022
SID E-Mail..................... tcaudill@muskingum.edu
Website............. www.muskingum.edu/athletics
2014 SCHEDULE 2014 SCHEDULE
Date Opponent Time Date Opponent Time
9/6 kmk 1:30 p.m. 9/13 at Earlham 1:30 p.m.
9/20 at John Carroll 1 ;30 p.m. 9/20 WILMINGTON* 1:30 p.m.
9/27 OHIO NORTHERN 2 p.m. 9/27 at Muskingum* 7 p.m.
10/4 at Otterbein 1 ;30 p.m. 10/4 MOUNT UNION* 12:30 p.m.
10/11 MUSKINGUM 1:30 p.m. 10/11 at Otterbein* 7 p.m.
10/18 at Mount Union 1:30 p.m. 10/18 OHIO NORTHERN* 2 p.m.
10/25 MARIEHA 1:30 p.m. 10/25 at John Carroll 1:30 p.m.
11/1 at Wilmington 1 ;30 p.m. 11/1 BALDWIN WALLACE* 2 p.m.
11/8 at Capital 1 ;30 p.m. 11/8 HEIDELBERG* 1:30 p.m.
11/15 BALDWIN WALLACE 1 ;30 p.m. 11/15 at Marietta* 1 p.m.
2014 SCHEDULE
Date <Opponent Time
9/6 at Waynesburg 1:30 p.m
9/20 MOUNT UNION* 1:30 p.m
9/27 CAPITAL* 7 p.m.
10/4 at Baldwin Wallace* 2 p.m.
10/11 at Heidelberg* 1:30 p.m.
10/18 OHERBEIN* 1:30 p.m.
10/25 at Ohio Northern* 7 p.m.
11/1 JOHN CARROLL* 1:30 p.m.
11/8 MARIEHA* 1:30 p.m.
11/15 at Wilmington* 1:30 p.m.
2013 RESULTS (8-2, 7-2)
Date Opponent Score
9/7 ALMA W52-7
9/21 OHIO NORTHERN* W 55-27
9/28 WILMINGTON* W 66-12
10/5 at Marietta* W 68-17
10/12 CAPITAL* W 73-17
10/19 at Otterbein W 35-17
10/26 at Muskingum* W 49-21
11/2 MOUNT UNION* L 44-34
11/9 at John Carroll* L48-7
11/16 at Baldwin Wallace* 
*OAC Game
HOME GAMES IN BOLD
W 42-14
2013 RESULTS (3-7, 3-6)
Date Opponent Score
9/7 THOMAS MORE L20-0
9/21 at Marietta* W 42-13
9/28 OHIO NORTHERN* L 38-24
10/5 at John Carroll* L54-0
10/12 at Heidelberg * L 73-17
10/19 MOUNT UNION* L58-3
10/26 at Baldwin Wallace* L 28-12
11/2 at Otterbein* L 19-14
11/9 MUSKINGUM* W 27-24
11/16 WILMINGTON* W 41-27
*OAC Game
HOME GAMES IN BOLD
2013 RESULTS (2-8, 2-7)
Date tOpponent Score
9/7 at Waynesburg L21-17
9/21 MOUNT UNION* L37-0
9/28 at Baldwin Wallace* L 23-13
10/5 at Wilmington* W 35-28
10/12 OTTERBEIN* L 12-10
10/19 at John Carroll* L41-9
10/26 HEIDELBERG* L 49-21
11/2 OHIO NORTHERN* L49-7
11/9 at Capital* L 27-24
11/16 MARIEHA* W 24-14
*OAC Game 
HOME GAMES IN BOLD
OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL MEDIA GUIDE 2014
OTTERBEIN 2014 OPPONENTS
BALDWIN WALLACE
Game 7 - Oct. 25 - 1:30 p.m. 
Berea, Ohio




Athletics Phone............................ (440) 826-2449
Affiliations...................................NCAA Division III
Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC)
Nickname........................................Yellow Jackets
Colors...................... Brown and Yellow
Stadium.............George Finnie Stadium (7,800)
Stadium Surface......................................... FieldTurf




Lettermen Returning / Lost.......................28/29
Starters Returning on Off / Def........ .............5/6
Series Record.............Yellow Jackets lead 36-9-1










9/13 BLUFFTON 2 p.m.
9/21 OHIO NORTHERN 1:30 p.m.
9/28 at John Carroll 7 p.m.
10/5 MUSKINGUM 2 p.m.
10/12 at Marietta 1 p.m.
10/19 at Wilmington 1:30 p.m.
10/26 OnERBEIN 1:30 p.m.
11/2 at Capital 2 p.m.
11/9 MOUNT UNION 1:30 p.m.
11/16 at Heidelberg 1:30 p.m.
2013 RESULTS (6-4, 5-4)
Date <Opponent Score
9/14 at Bluffton W 52-21
9/21 JOHN CARROLL* 127-7
9/28 MUSKINGUM* W 23-13
10/5 at Otterbein* L 19-7
10/12 OHIO NORTHERN* W 38-17
10/19 at Wilmington* W54-7
10/26 CAPITAL* W 28-12
11/2 at Marietta* W31-7
11/9 at Mount Union* L30-7
11/16 HEIDELBERG* L 42-14
*OAC Game
HOME GAMES IN BOLD
MOUNT UNION
Game 8 - Nov. 1 - 1:30 p.m. 
Westerville, Ohio
Location............................ Alliance, Ohio 44601
Enrollment....................................................... 2,250
President.................................... Dr. Richard Giese
Athletic Director................................Larry Kehres
Athlertcs Phone................................................ (330) 823-4880
Affiliations...................................NCAA Division III
Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC)
Nickname........................................Purple Raiders
Colors...........................................Purple and White
Stadium.............. Mount Union Stadium (5,529)
Stadium Surface..........................................FieldTurf
Press Box Phone............................................. (330) 829-4880
Head Coach...................................... Vince Kehres
Coach's Phone................................................. (330) 829-6652
Career Record.................................................... 14-1
Lettermen Returning / Lost.......................38/27
Starters Returning on Off / Def................9 / 10
Series Record................Purple Raiders lead 42-4


























































2013 RESULTS (14-1, 9-0)
Opponent Score
FRANKLIN (Ind.) W 30-27
at Muskingum* W 37-0
MARIEHA* W 84-14
at Ohio Northern* W 58-7
WILMINGTON* W 58-7
at Capital* W 58-3
OHERBEIN* W 48-0
at Heidelberg* W 44-34
BALDWIN WALLACE* w 30-7
JOHN CARROLL* W 42-34
WASHINGTON & JEFFERSON^ W 34-20
WIHENBERG'' W 56-21
WESLEY (Del.)'^ W 62-59
NORTH CENTRAL(III.)'' W 41 -40
Wise.Whitewater^ L 52-14
*OAC Game 
HOME GAMES IN BOLD 
NCAA Playoff Game
OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL MEDIA GUIDE 2014
JOHN CARROLL
Game 9 - Nov. 8 - 1:30 p.m 
University Heights, Ohio
Location............University Heights, Ohio 44118
Enrollment.......................................................3,400




Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC)
Nickname.......................................... Blue Streaks
Colors...............................................Blue and Gold
Stadium....................Don Shula Stadium (5,416)
Stadium Surface..........................................FieldTurf
Press Box Phone............(216) 397-4999/4998
Head Coach..............................................Tom Arth
Coach's Phone.............................. (216) 397-3040
Career Record.......................................................9-2
Lettermen Returning / Lost......................52 / 25
Starters Returning on Off / Def..................7/ 6
Series Record.................. Blue Streaks lead 21-6












9/6 SAINT VINCENT (Pa.) 2 p.m.
9/20 HEIDELBERG* 1 ;30 p.m
9/27 BALDWIN WALLACE* 7 p.m.
10/4 at Ohio Northern* 1:30 p.m
10/n at Wilmington* 2 p.m.
10/18 MARIEHA* 1 ;30 p.m
10/25 CAPITAL* 1 ;30 p.m
11/1 at Muskingum* 1:30 p.m
11/8 OHERBEIN* 1 ;30 p.m
11/15 at Mount Union 1:30 p.m
Date I
2013 RESULTS (9-2, 8-1) 
Opponent Score
9/7 St. Norbert W41-0
9/21 at Baldwin Wallace* W27-7
9/28 OHERBEIN* W28-0
10/5 CAPITAL* W54-0
10/12 at Marietta* W62-7
10/19 MUSKINGUM* W41-9
10/26 at Ohio Northern* W47-0
11/2 at Wilmington* W63-3
11/9 HEIDELBERG* W48-7
11/16 at Mount Union* L 42-34
11/23 ST. JOHN FISHER'' L 25-16
*OAC Game




Game 10 - Nov. 15-1:30 p.m. 
Westerville, Ohio
LocaHon.................................... Ada, Ohio 45810
Enrollment.................... 3,570
President...................................Daniel A. DiBiasio
Athletic Director............................... Tom Simmons
AthleHcs Phone............................ (419) 772-2450
AffiliaHons...................................NCAA Division III
Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC)
Nickname............................................. Polar Bears
Colors..............................Burnt Orange and Black
Stadium.............Dial-Roberson Stadium (3,500)
Stadium Surface.............................. Natural Grass




Lettermen Returning / Lost....................... 56 / 28
Starters Returning on Off / Def.... ...........10/4
Series Record.................. Polar Bears lead 35-19
Sports Info. Dir.....................................................Tim Glon
SID Phone................................... (419) 772-2046
SID E-Mail......................................t-glon@onu.edu
Website..................  ............. vwvw.onusports.com
2014 SCHEDULE
Date Opponent Time
9/6 at Washington (Mo.) 2 p.m.
9/20 at Baldwin Wallace* 1:30 p.m.
9/27 at Heidelberg* 2 p.m.
10/4 JOHN CARROLL* 1:30 p.m.
10/11 MOUNT UNION* 1:30 p.m.
10/18at Capital* 2 p.m.
10/25 MUSKINGUM* 7 p.m.
11/1 at Marietta* 1 p.m.
11/8 WILMINGTON* 1:30 p.m.
11/15at Otterbein* 1:30 p.m.
2013 RESULTS (6-4, 5-4)
Date Opponent Score
9/7 ALFRED STATE W55-0
9/21 at Heidelberg* L 55-27
9/28 at Capital* W 38-24
10/5 MOUNT UNION* L58-7
10/1 2at Baldwin Wallace* L 38-17
10/19MARIEnA* W45-0
10/26JOHN CARROLL* L47-0
11/2 at Muskingum* W49-7
11/9 at Wilmington* W 52-10
ll/160nERBEIN* W 42-21
*OAC Game
HOME GAMES IN BOLD
OTTERBEIN vs. All OPPONENTS
2014 opponents in bold type 
*Sf. Mary's College before 1920, Oil 2-1 vs. SMC
Team G W L T First Last
Adrian 5 3 2 0 1948 1983
Akron 5 1 4 0 1913 1956
Albion 2 2 0 0 1945 1946
Albright 1 0 1 0 1948 1948















Antioch 9 9 0 0 1901 1914
Ashland 26 12 11 3 1921 1971
Baldwin Wallace 46 9 36 1 1925 2013
Barracks 2 1 1 0 1895 1897
Bethany 2 2 0 0 2008 2009
















4 1 3 0 1923 1939
Case Western Reserve 1
1
0 1 0 2003 2003
Cedarville 1 0 0 1930 1930
Centre 4 3 1 0 1955 1989
Cincinnati 8 3 5 0 1902 1934
Dayton* 7 2 5 0 1911 1984
Dayton A.C.
Dayton Men's Club
2 1 0 1 1901 1903
2 0 2 0 1897 1898
Dayton YMCA
Defiance
2 1 1 0 1891 1892
8 5 3 0 1923 2007
Denison 40 13 24 3 1890 1983
DePauw 1 0 1 0 1893 1893
Detroit Tech. 2 2 0 0 1946 1949
Earlham 2 1 1 0 1992 1993
Findlay 9 7 1 1 1908 1961
Franklin 1 0 1 0 2008 2008
Gallaudet 2 2 0 0 2011 2012
Guilford 1 0 1 0 1967 1967
Hanover 4 0 4 0 1994 1997
Heidelberg 77 28 45 4 1900 2013
Hiram 45 32 9 4 1921 1999
Hofstra 1 0 1 0 1966 1966
Husson 1 1 0 0 2010 2010
Indiana Central 5 4 1 0 1948 1967
John Carroll 27 6 21 0 1931 2013
Kent State 4 1 3 0 1931 1937
Kenyon 66 29 32 5 1890 1991
Manchester 3 3 0 0 1947 1975
Marietta 85 44 41 0 1904 2013
Marshall 3 2 1 0 1915 1917
Miami 5 0 5 0 1902 1927
Morehead State 1 0 0 1 1947 1947
Morris Harvey 2 0 2 0 1948 1954
Mount St. Joseph 4 4 0 0 1998 2001
Mount Union 46 4 42 0 1937 2013
Muskingum 73 32 39 2 1905 2013
Mutes 2 2 0 0 1893 1899
North Central 2 1 1 0 1962 1963
Oberlin 20 17 2 1 1897 1981
Ohio Medical 11 3 8 0 1893 1906
Ohio Normal 1 0 1 0 1903 1903
Ohio Northern 54 19 35 0 1904 2013
Ohio State 19 3 13 3 1891 1912
Ohio University 17 6 9 2 1897 1922
Ohio Wesleyan 52 18 33 1 1894 1989
Rio Grande 2 2 0 0 1940 1943
Rollins 1 0 1 0 1947 1947
St. Joseph's 1 0 1 0 1954 1954
St. John Fisher 1 0 1 0 2013 N/A
South High 1 1 0 0 1915 1915
Susquehanna 2 1 1 0 1968 1969
Toledo 2 0 2 0 1932 1936
Transylvania
U.S. Navy-Detroit
2 0 2 0 1940 1941
1 0 1 0 1942 1942
U.S. Navy-Miami 1 1 0 0 1942 1942
Wayne 1 0 1 0 1944 1944
Waynesburg 2 1 1 0 1939 2002
West Virginia 3 0 3 0 1945 1947
West Virginia Tech
W. VA. Wesleyan
3 2 1 0 1943 1950
1 0 1 0 1919 1919
Western Reserve 1 0 0 1 1893 1893
Wilmington 18 12 8 0 1920 2013
Wittenberg 48 10 36 2 1892 1988
Wooster 15 7 8 0 1903 1981
Xavier 3 1 2 0 1922 1924
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33 Travis Bates....................... DE
Brandon Bellman............PK
1 Cole Benner.................... WR
51 Evan Bergenstein............ DE
21 Josh Bichsel.......................DB
45 Kyle Blust.......................... DE
7 Jordan Bonifas............... DB
49 Marquise Boykin.............LB
32 Christian Brett...............WR







74 Dakota Crawford.......... OL
38 Miles Crawley............... OLB
4 Brick Davis...................... QB
56 Zack Davis.................... OLB
61 Daniel Duval...................OL




14 Nick Ganus........................ K
Steele Gaumer................ DB
Zach Glascox.................. QB
43 Jordan Goble................. WR
18 Kevan Green................... QB
68 Tyler Green.........................N
19 Mike Greenwell........... OLB







27 Reid Hutchison............... RB
39 Joe lafelice......................... LB
63 Joe Ickes.......................... OL









9 Travis Laird..................... WR
36 Dustin Leber......................DE




2 Connor Lucas............... WR
69 Hogan Marshall..............OL
22 Caleb Martin.................... DB
54 Steven Masters............OLB
No. Name.............................. ...Yr.....Pos......Ht........Wt.
1 Cole Benner................. ....Sr. ...WR....5-11...165
2 Connor Lucas.............. ....Jr.......WR....5-6.......160
3 Austin Jones................. ....So. ..LB.......5-9.......210
4 Brick Davis................... ....Sr. ...QB....6-3......205
5 Ty Compton......................Sr. ...DB......5-10... 165
6 Drew Ervin.................... ....Jr.......RB........ 6-0.......235
7 Jordan Bonifas..............,...Sr. ...DB......6-2.......210
8 Kyle Pisano................... ,...Jr.......WR....6-2.......190
9 Travis Laird................... ...Sr. ...WR....5-10...180
10 Aaron Thompson........ ...Jr.......WR....5-11...170
11 Ryan Moore.................. ...Sr. ...DB......5-8.......185
12 Will Brett....................... ...So. ..OLB ...5-11... 185
13 Jake Stewart.................. ...Sr. ...QB....6-2......190
14 Nick Ganus.................. ...Sr. ...K........ 6-0.......155
15 Ryan Thombs................. ...Sr. ...WR....6-1......225
16 Thomas Linder.............. ...5th ..QB....6-4......205
17 Joey Long hi no.............. ...So. ..QB....6-0......188
18 Kevan Green................. ...Jr.......QB....6-1.......205
19 Mike Greenwell........... ...Sr. ...OLB ...6-1......205
20 Tyler Hammond........... ...Sr. ...RB.......5-7.......168
21 Josh Bichsel................... ...Jr.......DB.......5-8.......170
22 Caleb Martin................. ...Jr.......DB.......60.......180
23 Preston Pearson........... ...Sr. ...LB.......5-10...200
24 Jordan Keaton.............. ...Sr. ...DB/P..5-8......160
25 Alana Gaither.............. ...Sr. ...K........ 5-5.......128
26 Dakota Smith................. ...Fr. ...DB......6-0.......190
27 Reid Hutchison............ ...So. ..RB.......5-11...207
28 Jordan Shell.................. ...Jr.......DB.......5-10... 165
29 Dustin McFadden........ ...Jr.......DB.......5-8.......160
30 Anthony Wene............ ...So. ..DB......5-10...170
31 Tyler Cook..................... ...Jr.......CB.......5-9...... 172
32 Christian Brett............... ...So. ..WR....6-0......180
33 Travis Bates................... ...Sr. ...DE......6-0.......230
34 Jalen Liggins.................. ...Jr.......DB.......5-10... 165
35 John Pyles...................... ...jr. ....RB.......5-7...... 190
36 Dustin Leber.................. ..Jr. ....DE......6-3.......220
37 Dylan Wears................. ...Fr. ...LB.......5-9.......215
38 Miles Crawley.............. ...Jr....... OLB...5-11...215
39 Joe lafelice..................... ...So. ..LB.......6-1.......210
40 Ben Zirzow................... ...Jr.......LB........ 5-9...... 200
41 Dakota Schwan........... ...Sr. ...LB.......5-10...230
42 Nick Toledo................... ...So. ..LB.......5-10...215
43 Jordan Goble............... ...So. ..WR....5-10... 150
44 Dalton Jarvis................ ...So. ..FB.......6-0.......220
45 Kyle Blust....................... ...Fr. ...DE......5-9.......210
46 Aaron Myers................. ...Jr.......DE 5-10...220
47 Zac Hamilton............... ...Sr. ...OLB ...5-9......185
49 Marquise Boykin.......... ...Jr.......LB........5-11...220
50 Case Troyer.................. ...Fr. ...OL......6-3...... 275
51 Evan Bergenstein........ ...Sr. ...DE......6-0.......230
54 Steven Masters............ ...Fr. ...OLB...5-9......185
55 Jacob Schafer............... ...Fr. ...C........5-11...280
56 Zack Davis..................... ...Fr. ...OLB...6-0 197
59 Justin Henry.................. ...So. ..OT......6-3.......260
60 Jobie McCoy................. ...So. ..OL 5-10...307
61 Daniel Duval................. ...Fr. ...OL......6-5.......270
63 Joe Ickes......................... ...Fr. ...OL......6-0.......375
64 Jared Withers............... ...So. ..OL......6-2.......250
65 Jake McCreary............ ...Fr. ...OL......6-4.......260
66 Grant Noppenberger. ...Jr.......OL.......6-1.......271
67 Kyle Stroschen.............. ...Fr. ...OL......6-2.......258
68 Tyler Green................... ...Sr. ...N.......6-0.......295
69 Hogan Marshall.......... ...Fr. ...OL......5-9.......285,
70 Ryan Mickle.................. ...Jr.......OL.......6-0.......285,
............................................ Hometovm/High School
................................................ Heath, Ohio / Heath
.............................Grove City, Ohio / Grove City
..................................... Dresden, Ohio / Tri-Volley
..................................... Chillicothe, Ohio / Unioto
....................................Granville, Ohio / Granville
......................................... Jackson, Ohio / Jackson
.............................. Dublin, Ohio / Dublin Jerome
...............................................Huron, Ohio / Huron
.............Magnetic Springs, Ohio / North Union
...................................... Marion, Ohio / Ridgedale
........................Grove City, Ohio / Bishop Ready
.......................... Lewis Center, Ohio / Olentangy
................................ Covington, Ohio / Covington
............................. Chillicothe, Ohio / Zone Trace
.......Gainesville, Fla. / P.K. Yonge Research School
................................ Tallmadge, Ohio / Tallmadge
........................Powell, Ohio / Olentangy Liberty
........................Delaware, Ohio / Buckeye Valley
..........Monroe Falls, Ohio / Stow-Monroe Falls
........ Pickerington, Ohio / Pickerington Central
.......New Philadelphia, Ohio / New Philadelphia
.............Cardington, Ohio / Cardington Lincoln
......Columbus, Ohio / The Columbus Academy
..................Grove City, Ohio / Central Crossing
.............................Akron, Ohio / Akron Firestone
......Portsmouth, Ohio / Portsmouth Notre Dame
..................................... Chillicothe, Ohio / Adena
................... Crestline, Ohio / Colonel Crawford
.....................New Holland, Ohio / Miami Trace
....................................... Lebanon, Ohio / Lebanon
.............................Grove City, Ohio / Grove City
.......................... Lewis Center, Ohio / Olentangy
.......................... Yellow Springs, Ohio / Fairborn
............ Westerville, Ohio / Westerville Central
................... Grove City, Ohio / Franklin Heights
..................................... Norwalk, Ohio / Norwalk
....................................Howard, Ohio / East Knox
.............................Cincinnati, Ohio / Walnut Hills
............................................Mentor, Ohio / Mentor
..................................................Lucas, Ohio / Lucas
.......................... Monroeville, Ohio / Monroeville
.......Canal Winchester, Ohio / Canal Winchester
...................................Greenfield, Ohio / McClain
........................................Bellevue, Ohio / Bellevue
......Mansfield, Ohio / Madison Comprehensive
...............Bellefontaine, Ohio / Benjamin Logan
.............................Richwood, Ohio / North Union
......................Chicago, III. / Olentangy Orange
.......................... Lewis Center, Ohio / Olentangy
................... Gahanna, Ohio / Gahanna Lincoln
.................................. Alliance, Ohio / Marlington
...............................................Dublin, Ohio / Scioto
......Mansfield, Ohio / Madison Comprehensive
.........................................Ontario, Ohio / Ontario
............ Westerville, Ohio / Westerville Central
....................................Glenford, Ohio / Sheridan
....................................Howard, Ohio / East Knox
...................................... Canton, Ohio / GlenOak
................................................. Cable, Ohio / Triad
.................................Dublin, Ohio / Dublin Scioto
..................................... Hamilton, Ohio / Fairfield
......................Sugar Grove, Ohio / Berne Union
........................................Monroe, Ohio / Monroe
.........................................Frankfort, Ohio / Adena
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David Shupp............. ...So. ..OL......6-0... ..295
Domenic Mayle......... ...Fr. ,...OL......5-9... ..239
Elijah Kinney............. ...Fr. . ..NG.,...6-5... ..315
Dakota Crawford....... ...So. ..OL......6-2... ..290
Justin Christoff........... ...Jr. .,...OL......6-3... ..250
Peter LaChapelle........ ...Fr. . ..OL......6-3... ..300
Michael Zaky............ ...So. ..OL......6-0... ..300
Justin Hill................... ...Fr. . ..OL......6-5... ..322
Zach Wilson............. ...So. ..OL... ..6-2... ..240
Brandon Bruner......... ...Fr. . ..W.... ..6-2... ..185
Skylar Zeller............... ...So. ..WR.. ..6-1... ..152
Cory Usher................ ...Sr. .,..WR.. ..5-11. ..175
Chad McCray........... ...Jr. .....TE.... ..6-2... ..205
Bryson Wray............. ...So. ..TE.... ..6-3... ..226
Justin Fryman............ ....So. ..DB... ..5-11. ..150
Cody Royster............. ....Fr. . ..WR.. ..6-1... ..180
Kris Michael...................So. ..WR.. ..5-9... ..180
Johnathan Vincent...... ...Jr. .. ..DE... ..6-2... ..205
Trent Tobias................ ...So. ..WR.. ..5-10. ..180
Chuck Thacker........... ....Sr. . ..DE... ..5-10. ..245
Steve Clum.....................So. ..DL.... ..6-3... ..215
Alex Scotton............... ...Fr. . ..DE... ..5-10. ..245
Zachery Rodriquez.... ...So. ..NG.. ..6-0...,..260
Tyler Baker.....................So. ..OLB. ..6-2...,..183
Jonathan McClenathan....Jr. .. ..DE... ..5-10....218
Kyler Mootz...................Fr. . ..NG.. ..5-8...,..255
P.J. Svigel.................... ..OLB. ..6-0......205
Nick Adams............... ...Fr. . ..WR.. ..5-11....165
Josh Angalich................ ..Fr. . ..WR.. ..5-10.. .160
Travis Baldwin............ ..Fr. . ..RB.... ..5-10.. .181
Brandon Bellman.......... ..Fr. . ..PK.... ..5-8.... .141
Drew Carson.................. ..Fr. . ..OLB. ..6-3.... .212
Tyler Gall......................... ..Fr. . ..QB.. ..6-2.... .195
Steele Gaumer.............. ..So. ..DB... ..5-9.... .180
Zach Glascox................. ..Fr. . ..QB.. ..6-0.... .170
Dalton Herren................. ..Fr. . ..WR.. ..6-2.... .185
Cody Howard............... ..Fr. . ..LB.... ..5-11.. .195
Ayden Howell............ ..Fr. . ..OLB. ..6-0.... .210
Dylan Kelley................ ..Fr. . ..WR.. ..5-9.... .165
Codey Kimble............ ..Fr. . ..LB.... ..5-7.... .192
Nate Klingenberger.... ..Fr. . ..QB.. ..6-4.... .205
Brandon Kohl............. ..Fr. . ..CB... ..5-6.... .145
Alex Livingston........... ..Fr. . ..WR.. ..5-10.. .170
Quenton Miller........... ..Fr. . ..PK.......5-11.. .197
Kyle Minyo..................... ..Fr. . ..WR.. ..5-8.... .180
K.D. Murphy.................. ..Fr. . ..WR.. ..5-11.. . 156
Lukas Ousley.................. ..Fr. . ..QB.. ..6-1.... .190
Steve Palombo............... ..Fr. . ..PK..... ..5-6.... .140
Josh Plieninger............... ..Fr. . ..WR.....6-2.... .215
Nick Pollifrone............... ..Fr. . ..RB..... ..5-10.. .205
Loren Queen.................. ..Fr. . ..FS..... ..5-7.... .180
Kyle Quinn...................... ..Fr. . ..DL..... .5-9.... .245
Clay Ramirez................. ..Fr. . ..WR... .6-1.... .180,
Sheldon Rentmeester... ..Fr. . ..OL.... .6-1.... .230,
Brandon Reppucci........ ..Fr. .,,.CB....,.5-9.... .155.
Anthony Romano........ ..Fr. .,..CB.... .6-0.... .175.
Austin Sanders........... ..So. .,.WR... .5-7.... .167,
Tyler Sorg................... ..Fr. ....WR... .6-2.... .175.
Logan Stepp................ ..Fr. ....WR... .6-0.... .180.
Terrill Stevens............. ..Fr. .. .NG... .5-9..... .315.
Riley Thompson............. ..Fr. .. .DE.... .5-10.. .190.
Ryan Torres..................... ..Fr. .. .CB.... .5-10.. .145.
Kesi Wills........................ ..Fr. .. .WR... .6-0..... ISO
Andrew Wise................. ..Fr. .. .DE.... .5-9..... .250.
Brycen Wise.................. ...Fr. .. .RB...... .5-10.. .175.
.......Painesville, Ohio / Thomas W. Harvey
........................................Huron, Ohio / Huron
...........Dayton, Ohio / Chaminade Julienne
........ Johnstown, Ohio / Johnstown-Monroe
..... Bowling Green, Ohio / Bowling Green
...............................Loveland, Ohio / Loveland
..................Blacklick, Ohio / Licking Heights
..........................Columbus, Ohio / Northland
......................Newark, Delaware / Glasgow
............................Cincinnati, Ohio / Schroder
..........................Circleville, Ohio / Logan Elm
.............................Mantua, Ohio / Crestwood
......................................Galion, Ohio/ Galion
................ Powell, Ohio / Olentangy Liberty
.................................Carlisle, Ohio / Carlisle
........................................Berea, Ohio / Berea
...............................Dresden, Ohio / Tri-Valley
........................ Lakewood, Ohio / Lakewood
........................Covington, Ohio / Covington
........ VVhitehall, Ohio / Whitehall-Yearling
............... Pataskala, Ohio / Licking Heights
........ Independence, Ohio / Independence
St. Thomas, Ontario Canada / Parlcside Collegiole 
Upper Sandusky, Ohio / Upper Sandusky
............................ Cardington, Ohio / Lincoln
..............................Chillicothe, Ohio / Adena
......Willoughby, Ohio / Willoughby South
...........Crestline, Ohio / Colonel Crawford
..................Wheeling, VVV / Wheeling Park
...........................................Utica, Ohio / Utica
.................Sheffield Lake, Ohio / Brookside
..................... Hanover, Ohio / Licking Valley
..........................Mantua, Ohio / Crestwood
........................Zanesville, Ohio / Zanesville
........... Delaware, Ohio / Delaware Hayes
........................Johnstown, Ohio / Johnstown
............................. Howard, Ohio / East Knox
....................Cambridge, Ohio / Cambridge
...........................Marion, Ohio / River Valley
......................... Antrim, Ohio / Buckeye Trail
.............Bucyrus, Ohio / Colonel Crawford
.....................................Lima, Ohio / Shawnee
..........Dayton, Ohio / Chaminade Julienne
............................Marengo, Ohio / Highland
....................... Mt. Gilead, Ohio / Highland
................................Columbus, Ohio / Metro
......................................Shelby, Ohio / Shelby
.................................Canton, Ohio / Glenoak
............................. Mansfield, Ohio / Ontario
...............................Struthers, Ohio / Struthers
.......Johnstown, Ohio / Johnstown-Monroe
..........................Zanesville, Ohio / Maysville
........................... Mantua, Ohio / Crestwood
............................... Gahanna, Ohio / Lincoln
.......................................Parma, Ohio / Parma
.......................................Parma, Ohio / Parma
.................... Englewood, Ohio / Northmont
. ................ Lancaster, Ohio / Bloom Carroll
. ................... West Jefferson / West jefferson
...........................Dayton, Ohio / Northridge
........................................Solon, Ohio / Solon
......Johnstown, Ohio / Johnstown-Monroe
........................... Dayton, Ohio / Northridge
.................Lewis Center, Ohio / Olentangy
....... Independence, Ohio / Independence
72 Domenic Moyle.............. OL
96 Jonathon McClenothon. DE
60 Jobie McCoy.....................OL
83 Chad McCray.................... TE
65 Joke McCreary.................OL
29 Dustin McFadden.............DB



























93 Alex Scotton...................... DE
28 Jordan Shell......................DB
71 David Shupp.....................OL












42 Nick Toledo........................ LB
Ryan Torres....................... CB









64 Jared Withers................... OL
84 Bryson Wray......................TE
77 Michael Zaky................... OL
81 Skylar Zeller.................... WR
40 Ben Zirzow........................ LB
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OTTERBEIN HEAD COACH TIM DOUP
Tim Doup begins his third 
season os head football 
coach at Otterbein Univer­
sity.
A 1992 graduate of Otter­
bein, Coach Doup, 46, took 
over the head coaching 
duties in 2012 after serving 
as the team's offensive coor­
dinator for nine seasons. He 
led the Cardinals to an 8-2 
record his first season and 
v/as selected Ohio Athletic 
Conference (OAC) football 
coach of the year in 201 2. 
Otterbein finished at 5-5 in 
2013.
Doup, a native of Delaware, Ohio, has been a key ingredient in 
the recent uptick of Otterbein football. The Cardinals compiled 
a 49-42 record over his nine seasons as offensive coordinator, 
including a 9-2 record in 2008 and 8-2 in 2009. The 2008 
squad made the NCAA Division III playoffs for the first time in 
school history. Doup was named OAC assistant coach of the year 
in 2008, leading an offense that generated 380 yards and 39 
points a game.
Doup possesses over 20 years of football coaching experience. 
Before returning to his alma mater in 2003, he served eight 
seasons as an assistant football coach at Upper Arlington High 
School in Ohio from 1995 to 2002. Over the course of his career 
there. Upper Arlington won five conference championships (1997-
2000 and 2002), advanced to the Division I State Final Four in 
1 997 and 1998, and won the state title in 2000. He was selected 
Central Ohio Division I assistant coach of the year in 1 997. Doup 
also taught physical education at Upper Arlington from 1 998 to 
2002.
Other coaching assignments include assistant wrestling coach at 
Upper Arlington (1991 -2002) as well as assistant track coach 
(1991-95) and assistant football coach (1991-94) at Olentangy 
High School in Ohio.
A 1992 graduate of Otterbein, with a degree in physical educa­
tion, Doup was a four-year letterman at center and served as 
football captain his senior year. He received his master s degree in 
the art of teaching from Marygrove College in 2002.
Coach Doup, and his wife, Helyn, have three children: a son, 
Colton, 13, and 1 1-year-old twins, son, Kaden, and daughter, 
Kennedie. They live in Lewis Center, Ohio.
ASSISTANT COACHES
ALLAN MOORE (OHerbein '98|
Allan Moore begins his 1 2th season at his alma mater, serving as defensive coordinator and linebackers coach. 
Coach Moore was instrumental in putting together a defense that led the Ohio Athletic Conference in turnover 
margin and finished second in total defense and scoring defense in 201 2. He taught health and physical educa­
tion classes at Northmor (OH) High School where he served as head football coach (2000-03) and assistant 
football coach/defensive coordinator (1998-2000). While at Northmor, he also assisted in wrestling and track 
and field. Moore received his bachelor's degree in physical education from Otterbein University in 1998. He was 
a four-year letterman and captained the football team his senior season. He received the Heart & Hustle Award In 
1996. Coach Moore, his wife, Ann, son, Aidan, 12, and daughter, Addison, 9, live in Lewis Center.
DAN DAMICO (Baldwin Wallace '09)
Dan Damico begins his fifth season with the Cardinals, serving as offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach. 
He was promoted to fulltime assistant in 2012 after serving two seasons as a graduate assistant. Coach Damico 
earned his bachelor's degree in history in 2009 at Baldwin Wallace University where he played wide receiver 
for four years on the varsity football team. Upon graduation, he remained with the university, serving as an as­
sistant football coach, coaching wide receivers for one season before coming to Otterbein. At Otterbein, Damico 
coached wide receivers in 2010 and quarterbacks from 2011 through 2013 before being promoted to offensive 
coordinator in 2014. He completed his master of arts in education at Otterbein in 2012.
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ASSISTANT COACHES OTTERBEIN
PETER DAVILA (Youngstown State '98)
Peter Davila begins his third season with the Cardinals, coaching defensive backs and special teams. He possesses 
over 16 years of football coaching experience. Coach Davila spent the summers of 2014 with the Houston Texans 
and 2013 with the Minnesota Vikings during the team's training camp as part of his fellowship with the Bill Walsh 
NFL Minority Coaching Program. A 1998 graduate of Youngstown State University, with a bachelor's degree in 
business administration, Davila was a four-year member of the varsity football team at defensive back and middle 
linebacker. He was a part of two NCAA 1-AA national championships in 1994 and 1997. He has coached football 
at Wofford College (1998); Ohio high schools East Cleveland Shaw (2003-08) and Richmond Heights (2009-1 1); 
and Capital University (2011). Coach Davila has two daughters, Gabriella, 14, and Kylie, 10, and lives with his 
wife, Emily, in Pickedngton.
JOSHUA PRICE (Toledo '99)
Joshua Price begins his ninth season at Otterbein as offensive quality control coach. He works as an analytical 
chemist at Ross Products/Abbott Laboratories in Columbus, Ohio. Price spent five seasons with the Columbus 
(OH) Crusaders (2001-05), a club high school football team. Over that period, he coached defensive ends, 
linebackers, centers and tight ends. Price received his bachelor's degree in chemistry in 1999 from the Univer­
sity of Toledo. Coach Price lives with his wife, Christina, in Gahanna. They have two daughters, Victoria, 1 8, 
and Nina, 8.
DAVID SMITH (Mount Union '77)
David Smith begins his 13th season as an assistant at Otterbein, coaching running backs. Smith teaches health 
education in the Westerville City Schools, a position he has held since 1978. Coach Smith possesses over 36 years 
of coaching experience. He coached offensive tackles and tight ends at cross-town rival Capital University (2005-07), 
helping lead the Crusaders into the NCAA Division III Championships three years in a row. Prior to joining the Capital 
staff, he spent seven seasons as an assistant at Otterbein University (1996-02). Smith coached for 19 years at the high 
school level in Ohio, spending eight seasons at Reynoldsburg (1988-95), the last four as offensive coordinator, ten 
seasons at Westerville South (1978-87), and one season at Westerville Central (2004), as running backs coach and 
assistant offensive coordinator. He received his master's degree in physical education and health education from Bowl­
ing Green State University in 1978. At the University of Mount Union, he was a four-year member of the football team, 
earning two varsity letters. David and his wife, Marianne, have two grown children.
JOHN STATEN (Otterbein '05)
John Staten begins his third season as assistant, responsible for coaching the defensive line. Staten has spent the last 
four seasons as an assistant track and field coach at Otterbein, coaching throwers and serving as strength coach. A 
2005 graduate of Otterbein, he was a four-year varsity member of the track and field team and took part in two Ohio 
Athletic Conference (OAC) championships—2003 indoor and 2004 outdoor. He was a four-time OAC qualifier in the 
discus, and sits sixth on the school's all-time list with a throw of 154-4. In addition, he was a five-time OAC qualifier 
in the shot put, twice indoor and three times outdoor. Staten was a throws coach for three seasons at Olentangy High 
School (2006^8) and one season at Thomas Worthington High School (2009). Over that time, he coached one state 
qualifier and six regional qualifiers. Coach Staten and his wife, Jennifer, live just outside Westerville.
GREG CADY (Adrian'69)
Greg Cady begins his second season as an assistant at Otterbein, coaching tight ends. Cady was Executive Vice 
President of Insurance for AAA Ohio Auto Club and retired in June 2013 after working at AAA for 37 years. Prior to 
that, he was a teacher, guidance counselor and football coach at East Clinton High School from 1969 to 1977. Cady 
served as head coach from 1974 to 1977. He received his bachelor's degree from Adrian College in 1969 and 
master's degree from Wright State University in 1973. At Adrian, he played wide receiver and received honorable 
mention All-Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association honors his senior year. Cady lives in Powell with his wife, 
Connie, and has three grown children and eight grandchildren.
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OTTERBEIN ASSISTANT COACHES
TODD MURGATROYD (West Liberty'861
Todd Murgatroyd begins his second stint os on assistant at Otterbein, coaching the offensive line. He was with 
the Cardinals in 2009 as well. Murgatroyd possesses over 25 years of coaching experience, most recently, head 
football coach at Columbus Africentric Early College (2013) and assistant offensive line coach at Wilmington Col­
lege (2010-1 2). A 1986 graduate of West Liberty University, he earned his bachelor's degree in education and 
collected three letters at defensive back on the football team. Murgatroyd began his coaching career under Jim 
Tressel as a graduate assistant at Youngstown State University (1986-87). Over the next 1 2 years, he served as 
an assistant coach at the University of Tennessee (1988-89), University of Hawaii (1990-95), Kent State University 
(1995-2001), and then back to Youngstown (2001). Murgatroyd took his first head coaching job at Urbana Uni­
versity in 2002 before moving onto The Ohio State University in 2007, serving as program assistant and assistant 
recruiting coordinator. He lives in Hilliard with his wife, Michelle, and daughter, Lindsey, 1 3.
ANTHONY KORPIESKI (Otterbein '12)
Anthony Korpieski begins his second season as a graduate assistant at his alma mater, coaching defensive 
backs. A three-year starter at cornerback for the Cardinals, Korpieski holds the Otterbein career record for most 
interceptions with 14. A four-time All-OAC performer, he was named first team All-OAC and third team D3foot- 
ball.com All-North Region in 201 2. Korpieski earned his bachelor's degree in health promotion and fitness from 
Otterbein in 2012.
AARON KINGCADE (Otterbein '13)
Aaron Kingcade begins his second season as a graduate assistant at his alma mater, coaching wide receivers. 
Kingcade took over the starting quarterback duties his senior season, leading the Cardinals to a 5-0 start before 
being sidelined with an injury against Heidelberg. He was named to the Capital One Academic All-District VII 
and honorable mention All-Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC) teams in 2012. Led the OAC with a 39.9-yard av­
erage as the team's starting punter his junior season. Selected to the Capital One Academic All-America team, 
and was picked first team All-OAC and third team D3football.com All-North Region in 201 1. Kingcade earned 
his bachelor's degree in health and physical education from Otterbein in 2013.
COLTON COY (Otterbein 'll)
Colton Coy begins his first season as a graduate assistant at his alma mater, coaching wide receivers. Coy, a 
three-year starter at running back, led the Cardinals in rushing for three straight seasons as Otterbein compiled 
a 23-8 record from 2008 through 2010. The 5-8, 213-pound running back set an Otterbein single-season rush­
ing record in 2010, running for 1,102 yards on 239 carries. Coy rushed for 846 yards in 2008, helping lead 
the Cardinals to their first appearance in the NCAA Division III Playoffs. A three-time first team All-Ohio Athletic 
Conference selection. Coy finished his career with 3,080 yards and 35 touchdowns rushing along with 35 
receptions for 373 yards and four TD's. He graduated in 201 1 with a degree in business administration.
ZACK GRIEVES (Otterbein'14) u u.l
Zack Grieves begins his first season as a graduate assistant at his alma mater, coaching the defensive ine. 
Grieves a four-year letterman and two-year starter at defensive end for the Cardinals, ta lied 168 tackles, 
including 91 unassisted and 24.5 for loss over the course of his career. He made 66 tackles, including 9 0 
pass sacks, helping lead Otterbein to an 8-2 record in 201 2. A two-time All-Ohio Athletic Conference selection. 
Grieves served as team captain in 2013 and was co-recipient of the Harry W. wing a^war , w ic is pre­
sented annually to an Otterbein senior football player, whom exhibits commitment, hard work, and pride. He 
graduated in 2014 with a degree in sport management.
ROB SAKOSKY (Ohio State'15) . , c ,
Rob Sakosky begins his second season as a student assistant, coaching quarterbacks. Sakosky is a senior at 
The Ohio State University and expects to receive his bachelor's degree in sport industry, with a minor in commu­
nications, in 2015. He pitched one year with the Buckeyes (2011-12) before suffering a career-ending injury. 
Sakosky played quarterback, lettering three seasons, at Northmont High School in Clayton.
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TRAVIS BATES
Senior • Defensive End • 6-0 • 230
Yellow Springs, Ohio / Fairborn
Fifth-year senior and second-year letterman ... 2013: 
Appeared in four games to earn second varsity letter... 
2012: Did not play ... 2011: Earned first varsity letter 
... 2010: Earned a participation award ... Plans After 
College: Teach and coach football and wrestling ... 
Major: Health Education ...
GP Solo Ast. Total TKFL Socks FR FF INT BRK
2012 7 8 3 n To To 0“0 0 O"
2013 4 1 0 1 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 .
Total 11 9 3 12 3.0 2.0 0 0 0 0
COLE BENNER
Senior • Wide Receiver •5-11 • 165
Heath, Ohio / Heath
First-year letterman ... 2013: Played in all 10 games 
_ , to earn first varsity letter... Six carries for 51 yards at
^Ol^'o Northern (9/16/13) ... Returned eight kickoffs for 
j^lll ili ° 19.5-yard average ... 2012: Earned a participation
award ... Plans After College: Coach football... Major: 
r ^ History and Political Science ...
I- RUSHING —I I— RECEIVING —I
GP No. Yds. Avg. TD Long No. Yds. Avg. TD Long
2013 9 6 51 8.5 0 20 0 0 0 0 0
51 EVAN BERGEN STEINSenior • Defensive End • 6-0 • 230Gahanna, Ohio / Gahanna Lincoln
Second-year letterman ... 2013; Played in eight games, 
ujg starting two, to earn second varsity letter... Made two 
solo tackles at Mount Union (10/26/13) ... 2012: 
Appeared in seven games to earn first varsity letter... 
Registered three tackles and first career sack at Marietta 
(11/3/12)... Had two tackles, including a sack, vs. 
Ohio Northern (11 / 10/12) ... 2011: Received a par­
ticipation award ... Plons After College: Become a strength and condition­
ing coach ... Mojor: Health Promotion and Fitness ...
GP Solo Ast. Total TKFL Socks FR FF INT BRK
2012 7 8 3 11 3.0 2.0 0 0 0 0
2013 8 4 10 14 4.0 0.0 0 0 0 0
Ibtal 15 12 13 25 7.0 2.0 0 0 0 0
/OSH BICHSEL
I Junior • Defensive Back • 5-8 • 170
[New Philadelphia, Ohio / New Philadelphia
ETv
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter 
... Played mostly on the junior varsity team ... 2012: 
Earned a participation award ... Plans After College: 
Become a physical therapist... AAajor Allied Health .
JORDAN BONIFAS
Senior • Defensive Back • 6-2 *210
Dublin, Ohio / Dublin Jerome
Second-year letterman and returning starter ... 2013; 
Started seven games to earn second varsity letter ... 
Made four or more tackles in five games ... Five solo 
tackles vs. St. John Fisher (9/7/13) ... 2012: Started 
all 10 games to earn first varsity letter ... Made first 
career interception at Wilmington (9/15/12) ... Had a 
career-high eight tackles, including six solo and a tackle 
for loss, vs. Mount Union (10/20/12) ... Intercepted a pass and had 
two pass breakups vs. Ohio Northern (11/10/12) ... Registered multiple 
tackles in eight games ... 2011: Received a participation award ... Plans 
After College: Medical sales rep . .. Major: Finance ...
GP Solo Ast Totol TKFL Sacks FR FF INT BRK
2012 10 19 13 3'2 TS 0 0“"0 2 T~
2013 10 19 15 34 4.5 0 10 1 3
Total 20 38 28 66 6.0 0 10 3 6
WILL BRETT
ISophomore • Outside Linebacker ♦ 5-11 • 1 85
I Lewis Center, Ohio / Olentangy
First-year letterman ... Returning starter ... 2013: Started 
all 10 games to earn first varsity letter... Seven tackles 
including one for loss vs. Baldwin Wallace (10/5/13) 
... Five tackles vs. St.John Fisher (9/7/13) ... 2012: 
Redshirted at Ohio Dominican University ... Plans After 
College: Become successful in the business world ... 
Major: Business Administration ...
GP Solo Ast Total TKFL Sacks FR FF INT BRK
2013 10 15 13 28 2.0 0 0 0 1 1
JUSTIN CHRISTOFF
Junior • Offensive Line • 6-3 • 250
Bowling Green, Ohio / Bowling Green
First-year letterman ... Returning starter... 2013; Started 
all 10 games at tackle to earn first varsity letter... 2012; 
Earned a participation award ... Pbns After College: Get 
a job ... Major; Mathematics ...
TY COMPTON
Senior • Defensive Back • 5-10 • 165
Granville, Ohio / Granville
Team captain ... Third-year letterman and returning 
starter ... 2013: Started all 10 games to earn third 
varsity letter ... Made three or more stops in seven 
gornes ... Tallied two or more solo tackles in six games 
V ■■■ stops, five assisted, vs. Baldwin Wallace
k (10/5/13) ... Earned Academic All-OAC honors
...2012: Appeared in five games to earn second 
Returned a kickoff 17 yards and made first career tackle 
vs. Marietta (11/3/12) ... 2011: Earned first varsity letter ... Plans After 
College: Attend law school ... Major: Sport Management... Also a menv 
ber of the Otterbein baseball team ...
varsity letter
GP Solo Ast, Total TKFL Socks FR FF INT BRK
2012 5101 0 00000
2013 10 17 15 32 0.5 0 111 3
Total 15 18 15 33 0.5 0 111 3
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74 DAKOTA CRAWFORDSophomore • Offensive Line • 6-2 • 290
Johnstown, Ohio / Johnstown-Monroe
First-year letterman ... Returning starter ... 2013: Started 
all 10 games at tackle or guard as a freshman to earn 
first varsity letter... Plans After College: Computer school 
... Major: Computer Science ...
MILES CRAWLEY
Junior • Outside Linebacker *5-11 *215
______Cincinnati, Ohio / Walnut Hills______
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter... 
Played mostly on the junior varsity team ... 2012: Earned 
a participation award ... 2011: Redshirted at Notre 
Dame College ... Major. Chemistry ...
25 ALANA GAITHERSenior • Place-Kicker • 5-5 • 1 28Akron, Ohio / Firestone
^ Second-year letter winner ... 2013: Handled extra-
^4 ^ point and short field-goal attempts to earn second
W TJMHkl II varsity letter ... Made four of five field-goal attempts 
B| over the season ... Hit a career long 27-yarder 
* vs. Heidelberg (10/19/13) ... Made both of her 
1^ field-goal attempts vs. Capital (1 1/2/13) ... Earned 
Academic All-OAC honors ... 2012: Earned first var­
sity letter ... Made 3 of 4 PATs to become first female to score points at 
Otterbein vs. Wilmington (9/15/12) ... Made 5 of 5 PATs in upset win 
of then-No. 15 Baldwin Wallace (9/29/12) ... Kicked a 19-yard field 
goal vs. Muskingum (10/6/12) ... Made 4 of 5 PATs and recorded a 
tackle at Marietta (1 1/3/12) ... 2011: Did not play (injury) ... Plans 
After College: Get a job as a PR professional for an agency or corpora­
tion ... Major: Public Relations ...
I—FIELD GOALS—I I— PAT —I I— KO — |
GP M Aft- Long Bik. M Att. No. Yds. Out TB
2012 7 1 1 19 0 19 22 0 0 0 0
2013 9 4 5 27 Q______ \2__ LS--------Q—0 0 0
Total 16 5 6 27 0 32 40 0 0 0 0
BRICK DAVIS
Senior • Quarterback * 6-3 • 205
_______Chillicothe, Ohio / Unioto_______
Team captain ... Second-year letterman ... 2013:
1 Appeared in six games to earn second varsity letter ... 
^ Completed all four of his pass attempts for 51 yards 
R vs. Wilmington (9/21/13) ... Threw for 84 yards on 
7-of-l 6 passing at John Carroll (9/28/13) ... 2012: 
Appeared in two games at quarterback, including 
one start, to earn first varsity letter ... Completed 14 
of 23 attempts for 130 yards in win vs. Capital (10/27/12) ... 2011: 
Received a participation award ... Plans After College: Own my own 
small business ... Major: Business Administration ...
I- PASSING
GP C-A Pet. Yds.
—I I— RUSHING —I 
TD INT No. Yds. Avg. TD Long
2012
2013






Total 12 26-5151% 278 0 2 33 -81 0 10
DREW ERVIN
junior • Running Back • 6-0 • 235
Jackson, Ohio / Jackson
Second-year letterman and returning starter ... 2013: 
Started all 10 games to earn second varsity letter 
... Rushed for 234 yards and one touchdown on 26 
carries vs. Baldwin Wallace (10/5/13) ... Rushed 
for 95 yards and two touchdowns vs. Marietta 
(1 1 /9/13) ... 2012: Earned first varsity letter ... 
Plans After College: Become a nurse anesthetist...
Major: Nursing ...
I- RUSHING —I I— RECEIVING —I
_____ GP No. Yds. Avg. TD Long____ No. Yds. Avg. TD Long
2013 10 108513 4.8 4 76 4 41 10.2 0 13
NICK CANUS
Senior ♦ Place-Kicker • 6-0 • 155
Chillicothe, Ohio / Zane Trace
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Handled kickoff 
duties and long field-goal attempts to earn second 
M varsity letter ... Instrumental in Otterbein's stellar 
^1 kickoff defense, which ranked third in NCAA D-lll at 
just 13.5 yards a return ... 2012: Earned first varsity 
letter ... OhioCollegeFootball.com D-lll special teams 
player of the week (1 1/7/12) ... Kicked a career- 
long 44-yard field goal vs. Ohio Northern (11/10/12) ... Booted a 
43-yard field goal at Capital (10/27/12) and at Marietta (11/3/12) 
... Had a fumble recovery at Wilmington (9/15/12) and at Marietta 
(11/3/12) ... 2011: Received a participation award ... Plans After 
College: Law School ... Major: Public Relations ...
I — FIELD GOALS — I I — PAT — I I — KO — I
GP M Att. Long Bik. M Att. No. Yds. Out TB
2012 10 7 14 44 0 7 9 45 2337 2 0
2013 8 0 4 0 0________ Q___]______14 670 0 2
Total 18 7 18 44 0 7 10 593007 2 2
KEVAN GREEN
Junior • Quarterback • 6-1 ♦ 205
Delaware, Qhio / Buckeye Valley
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter 
... Played mostly on the junior varsity team ... Earned 
Academic All-OAC honors ... 2012: Earned a partici­
pation award ... Plans After College: Dental school 
... Major: Biochemistry/Molecular Biology ...
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TYLER CREEN
Senior • Nose Guard * 6-0 • 295
Suqer Grove, Ohio / Berne Union
Second-year letterman and returning starter ... 2013: 
Played in all 10 games, starting the last five to earn 
second varsity letter ... Tallied four stops vs. Capital 
LjUl (1 1 /2/1 3) and three vs. Heidelberg (10/19/1 3) ... 
2012: Played in seven games to earn first varsity letter 
... Made first career stop at Wilmington (9/15/1 2) 
— ... 2011: Earned a participation award ... Plans After
College: Get a good job ... Major: Health Promotion and Fitness ...
GP Solo Ash Total TKFL Sacks FR FF INT BRK
2012 ~7 2 2 4 Ol 0 0""0 0 O”
9013 10 6 9 15 1.5 0 0 0 0 0
Total 17 8 11 19 2.0 0 0 0 0 0
19 MIKE CREENWELLSenior • Outside Linebacker • 6-1 • 205Monroe Falls, Ohio / Stow-Monroe Falls
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Played in all 10 
games to earn second varsity letter ... Collected six 
tackles, four unassisted, including two for a loss of 1 1 
yards at Ohio Northern (11/16/13) ... Intercepted a 
pass at John Carroll (9/28/13) ... 2012: Appeared 
in two games under center to earn first varsity letter 
... First career completion and touchdown on a 
38-yard pass vs. Wilmington (9/15/12) ... 2011: Earned a participa­
tion award ... Plans After College: Attend graduate school in physical 
therapy ... Major: Health Promotion and Fitness ...
GP Solo Ash Total TKFL Sacks FR FF INT BRK
2013 10 9 10 19 2.5 TO 0"“0 1 ~
ZAC HAMILTON
Senior • Outside Linebacker • 5-9 • 1 85
Richwood, Ohio / North Union
Team captain ... Second-year letterman ... 2013: 
Played in all 10 games to earn second varsity letter 
... 2012: Earned first varsity letter ... Made two stops 
and a half sack at Wilmington (9/15/1 2) ... Had 
three tackles and recovered a fumble at Marietta 
(1 1 /3/1 2) ... 2011: Earned a participation award 
... Plans /^r College: Teach and coach ... Major:
Middle Childhood Education ...
GP Solo Ash Total TKFL Sacks FR FF INT BRK
2012 8 i 4 5 ol 0 0 ^
2013 10 01 10 00000
Total 18 1 5 6 0.5 0 0 10 0
TYLER HAMMONDzu Senior • Running Bock • 5-7 • 168Pickerington, Ohio / Pickerington Central
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Played in seven 
games to earn second varsity letter ... Rushed for 27 
yards on four carries vs. Wilmington (9/21/13) ... 
2012: Played in five games to earn first varsity letter 
... Returned four kicks for 43 yards and carried the 
ball seven times vs. Mount Union (10/20/12) ... 
Had returns of 21 yards at Wilmington (9/15/12) 
and at Baldwin Wallace (9/29/1 2] ... 2011: Redshirted at Ohio 



























2012 5 9 -3 -0.3 0 3 0 0 - 0
2013 7 17 70 4.1 Q 11 0 0 - Q .
Iblol 12 26 67 2.6 0 11 0 0 - 0 -
REID HUTCHISON
Sophomore • Running Back *5-11 • 207
Chillicothe, Ohio / Adeno
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first letter as a 
freshman ... Rushed for 60 yards on seven carries 
vs. Marietta (10/9/13) ... Plans After College: Get a 
job ... Major: Physical Education ...
RUSHING —I I— RECEIVING —I
GP No. Yds. Avg. TD Long No. Yds. Avq. TD Long
2013 8 26 124 4.8 0 25 2 11 5.5 0 13
44 DALTON JARVISSophomore • Fullback • 6-0 • 220
Bellevue, Ohio / Bellevue
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first letter as a 
freshman ... Played on special teams and the junior 
varsity team ... Mojor: Biochemistry/Molecular Biol­
ogy ...
2 AUSTIN JONES
Sophomore • Linebacker • 5-9 •210
Dresden, Ohio / Tri-Valley
f l^irst-year letterman ... Returning starter... 2013: Started
EiM ^ all 10 games at inside linebacker as a freshman to earn
|||U| «p» Wf ifl first varsity letter ... Earned All-OAC honorable mention 
- imm honors ... Averaged 10 tackles a game ... Led the
OAC in solo tackles, 56, and ranked third in tackles for 
loss, with 12.5 ... Made 11 or more stops in six games 
... 14 tackles, including 3.5 for loss, at Muskingum 
(10/12/13) ... Plons After College: Get a job ... Mojon Allied Health ...
GP Solo Ash Total TKFL Socks FR FF INT BRK
2013 10 56 47 103 12.5 1 ~] 0 T"
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IORDAN KEATON
Senior • DB/Punter • 5-8 • 160
Grove City, Ohio / Central Crossing
_ ^ Third-year letterman and returning starter ... 2013;
Started nine games to earn second varsity letter ... 
^jT: ^ iPjE Averaged 35.2 yards per punt ... Punted a career
long 64-yarder at Mount Union (10/26/1 3) ... Punt­
ed one 61 yards vs. Marietta (1 1 /9/13) ... Placed 
16 punts inside the opponent's 20-yard line ... 2012: 
Appeared in all 10 games, mostly at punter, to earn 
second varsity letter ... Had a 52-yard punt at Wilmington (9/15/12)
... Punted nine times with a 37.5 average, one inside the 20, and a 
long of 55 vs. Mount Union (10/20/12) ... Had a season-long 58-yard 
punt at Capital (10/27/1 2) ... Made six tackles on special teams ... 
2011: Played in seven varsity games to earn first varsity letter at Ur- 
bana University ... Plans After College: Become a firefighter and fitness 
trainer ... Major: Health Promotion and Fitness ...
GP No. Yds. Avg. Long TB FC 120 50+
2012 10 34121335.6 58 1 5 10 3
2013 9 45 158235.2 64 1 3 16 6
Total 19 792795 35.4 64 2 8 26 9
TRAVIS LAIRD
Senior • Wide Receiver • 5-10 • 180
Magnetic Springs, Ohio / North Union
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Played in all 10 
games to earn second varsity letter ... Made three 
^ . __ catches for 19 yards vs. Baldwin Wallace (10/5/13)
dlj receptions for 24 yards vs. Heidelberg
‘ ■ (10/19/1 3) ... 2012: Appeared in two games to
earn first varsity letter ... 2011: Received a partici­
pation award ... Plans After College: Find a job ... 
Major: Sport Management ...
I- RECEIVING —I
GP No. Yds. Avg. TD Lang
2012 2 0 0-0 
2Q13 IQ 9,3 Q____LL.
Total 12 6 56 9.3 0 13
DUSTIN LEBER4^0 Junior • Defensive End • 6-3 • 220
Norwalk, Ohio / Norwalk
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity 
letter ... Played on special teams ... 2012: Earned a 
participation award ... Plans After College: Become 
a high school athletic director ... Major: Sport Man­
agement ...
34 JALEN LICCINSJunior • Defensive Back • 5-10 • 165
Westerville, Ohio / Westerville Central
1^1
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter 
... Played on special teams and the junior varsity 
team ... 2012: Earned a participation award ...
Plans After College: Find a job and travel ... Major: 
Sport Management ...
16 THOMAS LINDERSenior • Quarterback • 6-4 • 205Tallmadge, Ohio / Tallmadge




Fifth-year senior and second-year letterman ... 2013: 
Earned second letter as backup quarterback and 
holder ... Completed 8 of 12 pass attempts for 60 
yards at Ohio Northern (1 1/16/13) ... 2012: Did 
not play ... 2011: Earned first letter as a sophomore 
... Played in all 10 games as a holder for field-goal 
and extra-point attempts ... 2010: Earned a partici- 





2013 5 8-12 67% 60 1 1
CONNOR LUCAS
Junior • Wide Receiver • 5-6 • 1 60
Grove City, Ohio / Grove City
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Played in all 10 
games to earn second varsity letter ... Made 10
1 receptions for 94 yards, including a career long of 30 yards, vs. Heidelberg (10/19/13) ... Made 
10 catches for 59 yards vs. Capital (1 1/2/1 3) ... 
Earned Academic All-OAC honors ... 2012: Ap­
peared in eight games to earn first varsity letter ... 
Made first career catch vs. Gallaudet (9/1/12) ... Had three catches 
for 38 yards vs. Mount Union (10/20/12) ... Plans After College: Run 
a company ... Major: Finance ...
I- RUSHING —I I— RECEIVING —I
GP No. Yds. Avg. TD Long No. Yds. Avg. TD Long
2012 8 3
2013 10 0
3 1.0 0 7 5 55 11.0 0
0 0.0 0 0 23 211 9 2 0
19
30
Total 18 3 3 1.0 0 7 28 266 9.5 0 30
22 1 CALEB MARTIN1 Junior • Defensive Back • 6-0 • 1801 Cardington, Ohio / Cardington Lincoln
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter 
... Played mostly on the junior varsity team ... 2012: 
Earned a participation award ... Plans After College: 
Teach and coach football ... Major: Physical Educa­
tion ...
lOBIE MCCOY
Sophomore • Offensive Line • 5-10 • 307
Westerville, Ohio / Westerville Central
First-year letterman ... 2013: Started two games at 
center ... 2012: Redshirted at Urbana University ... 
Plans After College: Take over family business ... 
Major: Business Administration ...
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CHAD MCCRAY
Junior • Tight End * 6-2 * 205
Galion, Ohio / Galion
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity 
letter ... Made Kvo catches for 29 yards vs. Marietta 
(11/9/13) ... Earned Academic All-OAC honors ... 
2012: Earned a participation av/ard ... Plans After 
College: Become a registered nurse, then a nurse 
anesthetist ... Major: Nursing ...
RECEIVING —I 
GP No. Yds. Avg. TD Long
2013 “6 3 32 10 7 1 24
29 DUSTIN MCFADDENJunior • Defensive Back • 5-8 • 160
New Holland, Ohio / Miami Trace
1 First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter
••• Played mostly on the junior varsity team ... 2012: 
Earned a participation award ... Plans After College: 
pi^ ""f Teach special needs children and coach ... Major:
Early Childhood Education...
70 RYAN MICKLEJunior • Offensive Line • 6-0 • 285
Frankfort, Ohio / Adena
First-year letterman and returning starter ... 2013: 
Started the last six games of the season at right or 
left guard to earn first varsity letter ... 2012: Earned 
■F J|l Q participation award ... Plans After College: Teach
history and coach ... Major: Middle Childhood
n RYAN MOORESenior • Defensive Back • 5-8 • 1 85
Grove City, Ohio / Bishop Ready
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Played in 10 games, 
starting four, to earn second varsity letter ... Made 
A Vn three or more tackles in seven games ... Collected six 
. . ^ JI stops vs. Baldwin Wallace (10/5/13) and five tackles 
at John Carroll (9/28/13) ... 2012: Appeared in 
all 10 games to garner first varsity letter ... Made a 
season-high nine tackles at Heidelberg (10/13/12) ... 
Had three tackles and recovered a fumble at Wilmington (9/15/12) ... 
Seven games with three tackles or more ... 2011: Received a partici­
pation award ... Plans After College: Possibly join military ... Major: 
Finance ...
Ad AARON MYERS40 Junior • Defensive End • 5-10 • 220Bellefontaine, Ohio / Benjamin Loqan
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter 
... Played on special teams and the junior varsity team 
... Earned Academic All-OAC honors ... 2012: Earned 
a participation award ... Plans After College: Teach 
and coach ... Major: Middle Childhood Education ...
GP Solo Ast. Total TKFL Sacks FR FF INT BRK
2013 62021.0 0 0000
66 GRANT NOPPENBERCERJunior • Offensive Lineman • 6-1 • 271Dublin, Ohio / Dublin Scioto
Team captain ... Second-year letterman and return­
ing starter ... 2013: Started eight games at center, 
missing two due to injury, to earn second varsity letter 
... 2012: Started all 10 games at center to garner 
first varsity letter... Plans After College: Get a job ... 
Major: Sport Managment .,.
23 PRESTON PEARSONSenior • Linebacker • 5-10 • 200Columbus, Ohio / Columbus Academy
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Played all 10 games 
at inside linebacker to earn second varsity letter ... 
Made three or more stops in five games ... Collected 
at least one solo tackle in nine games ... Tallied six 
tackles vs Baldwin Wallace (10/5/1 3) ... 2012:
^ Appeared in two games to earn first varsity letter ... 
2011: Earned a participation award ... Plans After 
College: Work in sports ... Major: Business Finance and Sport Manage­
ment ...












Total 20 32 23 55 0.5 1 1 0
KYLE PISANO
Junior • Wide Receiver • 6-2 • 190
Huron, Ohio / Huron
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter 
... Played on special teams and the junior varsity 
team ... 2012: Earned a participation award ...
Plans After College: Get a job at a hospital ... Major: 
Health Communications/Public Relations ...
GP Solo Ast. Total TKFL Sacks FR FF INT BRK
2012 101810 28 0 0 01 0 0
2013 10 16 15 31 1.0 0 0 0 0 1
Total 20 34 25 59 1.0 0 0 1 0 1^
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lOHN PYLES
Junior • Running Back * 5-7 • 190
Grove City, Ohio / Franklin Heights
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter 
... Played on special teams and the junior varsity 
team ... 2012: Medical redshirt ... Plans After Col­
lege: Start my career and a family ... Major: Health 
Promotion and Fitness ...
DAKOTA SCHWAN
Senior • Linebacker • 5-10 • 230
Monroeville, Ohio / Monroeville
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity 
letter at Otterbein ... Made three solo tackles at Mount 
Union (10/26/13) ... 2012: Played in nine games at 
Lake Erie College to earn first varsity letter ... 2011: 
Appeared in three games at Lake Erie ... 2010: 
Redshirted at Lake Erie ... Plans After College: Coach 
college football ... Major: Sport Management...
GP Solo Ast. Total TKFL Socks FR FF INT BRK
2013 83 1 4 0.0 0 0000
lAKE STEWART
Senior • Quarterback • 6-2 • 190
Covington, Ohio / Covington
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Played on special 
teams to earn second varsity letter ... 2012: Earned 
first varsity letter ... 2011: Received a participation 
award ... Plans After College: Move to California 
for a few years, then come back and settle down ... 
Major: Early Childhood Education ....
CHUCK THACKER
Senior • Defensive End • 5-10 • 245
Whiteholl, Ohio / Whiteholl-Yeorlinq
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Earned second var­
sity letter ... In the rotation on the defensive line, but 
injuries limited his playing time ... 2012: Earned first 
varsity letter ... 2011: Earned a participation award 
... Plans After College: Attend grad school ... Major: 
Sport Management ...
15 RYAN THOMBSSenior • Wide Receiver • 6-1 • 225
Goinesville, Flo. / P.K. Yonge
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Earned second varsity 
letter as backup quarterback and punter ... Career 
long punt of 40 yards vs. Wilmington (9/21/13) 
and also at Muskingum (10/12/13) ... Placed four 
punts inside the opponent's 20-yard line ... Earned 
Academic All-OAC honors ... 2012: Earned first 
varsity letter ... 2011: Received a participation award 
... 2010: Attended Central Florida Community College ... Plans After 
College: Go into politics ... Major: Political Science and Economics ... 
GP No. Yds. Avo. Long TB FC 120 50+
2013 6 9 315 35.0 40 0 2 4 0
WTSt AARON THOMPSON■ U1 Junior • Wide Receiver *5-11 • 170■■a Morion, Ohio / Ridgedole
First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter 
... Played on special teams and the junior varsity 
team ... 2012: Earned a participation award ...
Plans After College: Strength and conditioning coach 
and open a gym ... Major: Health Promotion and 
Fitness ...
OO CORY USHERoZ Senior • Wide Receiver *5-11 • 175Montuo, Ohio / Crestwood
Second-year letterman ... 2013; Earned second 
varsity letter in a limited role at backup wide receiver 
... 2012: Made receptions in two games to earn first 
varsity letter ... Hauled in first career reception for 22 
yards at Wilmington (9/15/12) ... 2011: Received a 
participation award ... Plans After College: Working 
with animals ... Major Zoo Conservation Science ...
1- RECEIVING —I
GP No. Yds. Avg. TD Long
2012 2 2 34 17 0 22
2013 2 0 0 -0
Total 4 2 34 17 0 22
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RETURNING LETTERMEN OTTERBEIN
JOHNATHAN VINCENT
Junior • Defensive End • 6-2 • 205
Lakewood, Ohio / Lakewood
Second-year letterman ... 2013: Earned second varsity 
letter in a limited role at backup wide receiver ... 
2012: Appeared in nine games to earn first varsity let­
ter ... Made two receptions for eight yards vs. Mount 
Union (10/20/12) ... Plans After College: personal 
trainer ... Major: Health Promotion and Fitness ...
|_ RECEIVING —I
GP No. Yds. Avg. TD Long
2012 9 2 8 4.0 0 4
64 JARED WITHERSSophomore • Offensive Line • 6-2 • 250
Canton, Ohio / Glen Oaky First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter ... Played mostly on the junior varsity team ... Major: Sport Management...
84 BRYSON WRAYSophomore • Tiaht End • 6-3 • 226
Powell, Ohio / Olentangy Liberty
First-year letterman and returning starter ... 2013: 
Started all 10 games at tight end as a freshman to 
earn first varsity letter ... Made three catches for 28 
yards at John Carroll (9/28/13) ... Caught a 22-yard 
pass for a TD vs. Heidelberg (10/19/13) ... Plans Af­
ter College: Teach and coach in the Olentangy school 
district ... Major: Middle Childhood Education ...
RECEIVING
2013 10 8 77 9.6 2 22
40 BEN ZIRZOWJunior • Linebacker • 5-9 • 200
Lucas, Ohio / Lucas
^ First-year letterman ... 2013: Earned first varsity letter 
1 ... Played mostly on the junior varsity team ... 2012: 
Medical redshirt... Plans After College: Start my own 
business ...
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OTTERBEIN GAM E-BY-CAM E RECAPS
GAME 1 • Sept. 7, 2013 
MEMORIAL STADIUM (3673)
1 2 3 4 Final
St. John Fisher 0 14 7 7 28
OHERBEIN 0 0 0 0 0
GAME 2 • Sept. 14,2013 
MEMORIAL STADIUM (2161)
_________________________ 1 2 3 4 Finol
Wilmington_______________ 0 14 0 0 14___
OHERBEIN 7 7 16 0 30
WESTERVILLE, Ohio—^The Otterbein University football team fell, 
28-0, to 24th-ranked St. John Fisher in its season and home opener.
St. John Fisher, known for its powerhouse running attack, struck 
first through the air instead, scoring twice in the second quarter on 
touchdown throws of 5 ana 29 yards from quarterback Tyler Fenti. 
The Cards put the game out of reach in the second half on a pair 
of rushing touchdowns.
Otterbein's best chance of the day ended on downs at the St. John 
Fisher 9-yard line with 13:31 to play in the fourth quarter.
Otterbein's Ben Sizemore completed 1 2 of 22 pass attempts for 
1 31 yards. Jeremy McCoy, 4 catches for 65 yards, and Derik 
Rudolph, 3 receptions for 27 yards, led the Cards.
Austin Jones and Zach Grieves led Otterbein with 7 tackles each. 
D3football All-American Pat Seesholtz, did not play in the game 
due to injury.
WESTERVILLE, Ohio - Otterbein used a third-quarter surge to 
overcome a pesky Wilmington squad, 30-14, in the Ohio Athletic 
Conference [OAQ opener.
After heading into halftime tied at 14, Otterbein outscored the 
Fightin' Quakers 16-0 in the third quarter.
The Cardinals capitalized on advantageous field j- X
Cardinal scoring drive began in Wilmington territory. The C 
on the scoreboard first. Quarterback Ben Sizemore uft m
receiver Steven Carpenter on a 7-yard touchdown pass with / .o 
the first quarter for tne team's first points of the 2013 campaign.
Sizemore finished with 1 31 yards and three touchdowns, completing
13 of 25 passes. Carpenter hauled in four catches for
two TD's. Jeremy McCoy finished with nine catches for 95 yards.
Defensively, senior cornerback Alex Cameron led the way with 
eight tackles and an interception.
SCORING SUMMARY
2nd 14:08 SJF 
12:06 SJF
Nigolian 5 yd pass from Fenti (Carey kick)
3rd 3:17 SJF Kramer 3 yd run 




FIRST DOWNS..................... 20 9
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)............. 38-120 30-14
PASSING YDS (NET).............. 233 131
Passes Att-Comp-Int............ 25-19-0 24-12-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS..... 63-353 54-145
Fumble Returns-Yards.......... 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards............. 3-24 1-0
Kickoff Returns-Yards......... 1-14 5-86
Interception Returns-Yards.... 0-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg)............. 4-41.2 7-36.3
Fumbles-Lost.................... 1-1 2-1
Penalties-Yards................ 9-91 9-66
Possession Time................ 31:06 28:54
Third-Down Conversions........ 5 of 11 5 of 15
Fourth-Down Conversions....... 1 of 1 Oof 2
Red-Zone Scores-Chances....... 3-4 0-1
Sacks By: Number-Yards........ 4-29 1-4
RUSHING: St. John Fisher-Cody Miller 17-82; Tyler Fenti 8-27; 
Jimmy Ross 3-7; Chris Smith 1-5; Ryan Kramer 4-4; Steven Strumolo 
2-1; Kevin Francis 1-minus 1; Team 2-minus 5. Otterbein University- 
Ben Sizemore 13-15; Eric Mitchell 1-7; Derik Rudolph 9-4; Team 
1-0; S. Carpenter 1-0; Drew Ervin 4-minus 2; Brick Davis 1-minus 
10.
PASSING: St. John Fisher-Tyler Fenti 19-24-0-233; Ryan Kramer 
0-1-0-0. Otterbein University-Ben Sizemore 12-22-0-131; Brick 
Davis 0-2-0-0.
RECEIVING: St. John Fisher-Ryan Kramer 7-70; Kevin Francis 6-76; 
Nathan Nigolian 3-33; Eric Riley 1-22; Tom Whelehan 1-20;
Bert Smith 1-12. Otterbein University-Jeremy McCoy 4-65; Derik 
Rudolph 3-27; S. Carpenter 2-16; Drew Ervin 2-16; Bryson Wray
SCORING SUMMARY
1 st 07:39 OTT - S. Carpenter 7 yd pass from B. Sizemore (Gaither kick) 
2nd 09:14 WILM - Kyle Akers 6 yd pass from B. Arehart (Brown kick) 
03:23 OTT - J. McCoy 19 yd pass from B. Sizemore (Gaither kick)
01:06 WILM - Zak Kruer 41 yd run (Brown kick)
3rd 09:31 OTT - Alana Gaither 20 yd field goal
07:27 OTT - Drew Ervin 19 yd run (Gaither kick)
02:22 OTT - S. Carpenter 16 yd pass from B. Sizemore (bad snap)
WILM on
FIRST DOWNS..................... 15 17
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)............. 24-77 39-124
PASSING YDS (NET).............. 228 182
Passes Att-Comp-Int............ 43-24-2 29-17-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS.... . 67-305 68-306
Fumble Returns-Yards.......... 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards............. 3-3 3-27
Kickoff Returns-Yards......... 4-58 2-24
Interception Returns-Yards.... 0-0 2-10
Punts (Number-Avg)............. 8-35.9 8-33.6
Fumbles-Lost.................... 1-0 3-2
Penalties-Yards................ 10-102 7-65
Possession Time................ 24:49 35:11
Third-Down Conversions........ 3 of 14 4 of 14
Fourth-Down Conversions....... Oof 3 0 of 0
Red-Zone Scores-Chances....... 1-1 5-6
Sacks By: Number-Yards........ 2-24 1-2
RUSHING: Wilmington College-Zak Kruer 15-76; Zach Cumby 3-4; 
Brandon Arehart 5-0; Zach Cooper 1-minus 3. Otterbein University- 
Drew Ervin 6-47; Derik Rudolph 15-42; Tyler Hammond 4-27; Ben 
Sizemore 5-10; Cody Green 2-7; S. Carpenter 1-6; Will Brett 1-5; 
R. Hutchison 2-5; Team 1-minus 1; Brick Davis 2-minus 24.
PASSING: Wilmington College-Brandon Arehart 24-43-2-228. Ot­
terbein University-Ben Sizemore 13-25-0-131; Brick Davis 4-4-0-51.
RECEIVING: Wilmington College-Jeremy Duncan 12-104; Kyle Akers 
8-80; S. Donoghue 3-29; Zak Kruer 1-15. Otterbein University-Jeremy 
McCoy 9-95; S. Carpenter 4-54; Brice Frentzel 3-28; Derik Rudolph 1-5.
INTERCEPTIONS: St. John Fisher-None. Otterbein University-None.
INTERCEPTIONS: Wilmington College-None. Otterbein University- 
Alex Cameron 1-10; Will Brett 1-0.
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CAME-BY-CAME RECAPS OTTERBEIN
GAME 3 • Sept. 28, 2013 
DON SHULA STADIUM (3,117)
1 2 3 4 Find
OHERBEIN 0 0 0 0 0
JOHN CARROLL 7 14 7 0 28
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, Ohio—slow start was too much for Ot- 
terbein to overcome, falling to host John Carroll University, 28-0, in 
an Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC) matchup.
After both teams missed field-goal attempts on their opening drives. 
Blue Streak junior quarterback Mark Myers connected with fresh­
man wide receiver Marshall Howell on a 20-yard touchdown pass 
to take a 7-0 lead with 2:30 left in the first quarter.
On the ensuing drive, the Cardinals muffed the snap on the punt, 
giving the Blue Streaks the ball at the Otterbein 10-yard line. Se­
nior running back DaQuan Grobsmith capitalized moments later on 
a 3-yard rush as John Carroll pushed their lead to 14-0.
Grobsmith would reach the end zone again on the next drive, scor­
ing on a 37-yard run to make it 21-0 before halftime.
SCORING SUMAAARY
1 st 02:30 JCU - M. Howell 20 yd pass from M. Myers (K. Ivkovic kick) 
2nd 4:16 JCU - D. Grobsmith 3 yd run (K. Ivkovic kick)
10:04 JCU - D. Grobsmith o7 yd run (K. Ivkovic kick)
3rd 06:23 JCU - M. Howell 11 yci pass from M. Myers (K. Ivkovic kick)
on JCU
FIRST DOWNS..................... 16 16
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)............. 39-46 24-101
PASSING YDS (NET).............. 182 226
Passes Att-Comp-Int............ 35-18-0 40-23-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS.... . 74-228 64-327
Fumble Returns-Yards........... 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards............. 2-7 4-7
Kickoff Returns-Yards......... 2-39 1-15
Interception Returns-Yards.... 1-2 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg)............. 6-35.8 4-34.5
Fumbles-Lost.................... 1-1 1-1
Penalties-Yards................. 6-61 3-27
Possession Time................. 35:24 24:36
Third-Down Conversions........ 4 of 17 6 of 15
Fourth-Down Conversions....... 2 of 4 2 of 3
Red-Zone Scores-Chances....... 0-2 3-3
Sacks By: Number-Yards........ 0-0 7-56
RUSHING: Otterbein University-R. Hutchison 7-29; Drew Ervin 10- 
28; Tyler Hammond 4-14; Derik Rudolph 3-9; Will Brett 1-3; Team 
1-minus 10; Ben Sizemore 7-minus 10; Brick Davis 6-minus 17. 
JOHN CARROLL-D. Grobsmith 14-59; Tommy Michals 10-42.
PASSING: Otterbein University-Ben Sizemore 11-18-0-98; Brick 
Davis 7-16-0-84; Cole Benner 0-1-0-0. JOHN CARROLL-Mark My­
ers 23-40-1-226.
RECEIVING: Otterbein University-Connor Lucas 5-40; S. Carpenter 
4-50; Jeremy McCoy 3-35; Bryson Wray 3-28; Brice Frentzel 2-15; 
Christian Brett 1-14. JOHN CARROLL-Marshall Howell 8-124; A. 
Greenwood 6-35; D. Grobsmith 3-24; Tommy Michals 2-16; Alex 
Kline 2-14; Zach Strippy 1-8; Jordan D'Orazio 1-5.
INTERCEPTIONS: Otterbein University-M. Greenwell 1-2. JOHN 
CARROLL-None.
FUMBLES: Otterbein University-Brick Davis 1-1. JOHN CARROLL- 
Jordan D'Orazio 1-1.
GAME 4 • Oct. 5, 2013 
MEMORIAL STADIUM (1,214)
1 2 3 4 Final
BALDWIN WALLACE 0 7 0 0 7
OHERBEIN 0 13 6 0 19
WESTERVILLE, Ohio—Otterbein used a strong rushing attack to 
defeat Baldwin Wallace University 19-7.
Sophomore running back Drew Ervin set the pace with a career-best 
performance, rushing for 234 yards and one touchdown on 26 carries.
Ervin jun^started the Cardinal offense with a 69-yard run down to 
the BW 5-yard line early in the second quarter. Senior quarterback 
Ben Sizemore punched in a 5-yard run on the next play.
After the Yellow Jackets took a 7-6 lead with 9:16 remaining in the 
second quarter, Ervin broke a 76-yard touchdown run, giving the 
Cardinals a 13-7 lead heading into halftime.
Senior wide receiver Steven Carpenter set up the Cardinals final 
score with a 24-yard catch and run down to the Baldwin Wallace 
10-yard line late in the third quarter. Sizemore then connected with 
junior Chester Deaton on a 2-yard touchdown pass.
SCORING SUMMARY
2nd 12:35 OTT - Ben Sizemore 5 yd run (Alana Gaither kick failed) 
09:16 BW - Michael Slack 21 yd run (Chris Mohler kick)
01:21 OTT - Drew Ervin 76 yd run (Alana Gaither kick)
3rd 01:01 OTT - C. Deaton 2 yd pass from B. Sizemore (Sizem. pass int.)
BW on
FIRST DOWNS..................... 15 14
RUSHESYARDS (NET)............. 33-138 41-265
PASSING YDS (NET).............. 163 126
Passes Att-Comp-Int............ 31-19-0 17-12-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS.... . 64-301 58-391
Fumble Returns-Yards........... 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards............. 2-41 1-5
Kickoff Returns-Yards......... 4-19 2-18
Interception Returns-Yards.... 0-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg)............. 5-40.6 6-37.5
Fumbles-Lost.................... 1-1 1-0
Penalties-Yards................. 8-74 11-101
Possession Time................ 24:14 35:46
Third-Down Conversions........ 4 of 16 3 of 11
Fourth-Down Conversions....... 1 of 3 1 of 1
Red-Zone Scores-Chances....... 0-2 2-2
Sacks By: Number-Yards........ 2-11 0-0
RUSHING: Baldwin Wallace-Michael Slack 11-65; Josiah Holt 
7-39; Issac Reed III 5-13; K. Ohradzansky 2-12; Nolan Sordyl 
7-12; Kyle Dunne 1-minus 3. Otterbein University-Drew Ervin 26- 
234; Derik Rudolph 4-21; Tyler Hammond 3-8; Ben Sizemore 4-8; 
Team 4-minus 6.
PASSING: Baldwin Wallace-Michael Slack 16-23-0-1 14; K. Ohrad­
zansky 3-7-0-49;Tyler Moeglin 0-1-0-0. Otterbein University-Ben 
Sizemore 12-17-0-126.
RECEIVING: Baldwin Wallacejosiah Holt 9-66; Kevin Johnson 4-29; 
Kyle Dunne 2-46; Dan Reed 1-7; Nolan Sordyl 1-6; Jake Brandy 1-5; 
Tyler Moeglin 1-4. Otterbein University-S. Carpenter 6-85; Travis Laird 
3-19; Christian Brett 1-11; Jeremy McCoy 1-9; Chester Deaton 1-2.
INTERCEPTIONS: Baldwin Wallace-None. Otterbein University-None.
FUMBLES: Baldwin Wallace-Josiah Holt 1-1. Otterbein University- 
Team 1-0.
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OTTERBEIN CAME-BY-CAME RECAPS
GAME 5 • Oct. 12,2013 
McCONAGHA STADIUM (2,789)
1 2 3 4 Final
OHERBEIN 0 6 6 0 12
MUSKINGUM 0 3 0 7 10
NEW CONCORD, Ohio—Otterbein escaped New Concord with 
a 12-10 victory.
Muskingum just missed a 41-yard field goal attempt wide right 
with 1:08 remaining in the game, and still had a chance for vic­
tory after Otterbein Tailed to move the ball on the next series.
Senior wide receiver Steven Carpenter put Otterbein up on the 
scoreboard first, hauling in a 54-yard pass from senior quarter­
back Ben Sizemore with 8:59 remaining in the second quarter. 
Muskingum senior place-kicker Caleb Carpenter hit a 3y-yard 
field goal before the half to make it 6-3.
The Fighting Muskies opened the second half with possession and 
drove the length of the field to the Otterbein 17-yard line. Otterbein 
junior safety Jordan Bonifas intercepted a pass in the end zone.
On Otterbein's very next series, the Cardinals mounted a nine 
play, 80-yard drive capped off by a 26-yard touchdown pass 
from Sizemore to Carpenter.
SCORING SUMMARY , , ^ „
2nd 08:59 OTT - Carpenter 54 yd pass from Sizemore (kick failed) 
00:38 MUSK - Caleb Carpenter 39 yd field goal 
3rd 04:09 OTT - S. Carpenter 26 yd pass from B. Sizemore (kick failed) 
4th 13:49 MUSK - Melvin Smith 1 yd run (Carpenter kick)
on MUSK
FIRST DOWNS................................ 13 22
RUSHES-YARDS (NET).............  27-56 44-150
PASSING YDS (NET)...................... 205 205
Passes Att-Comp-Int............ 21-13-0 34-20-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS..... 48-261 78-355
Fumble Returns-Yards........... 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards.............  3-16 1-7
Kickoff Returns-Yards.........  3-61 3-41
Interception Returns-Yards.... 1-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg)............. 6-39.0 4-42.0
Fumbles-Lost................................. 0-0 4-1
Penalties-Yards............................ 4-50 5-40
Possession Time.......................... 24:23 35:37
Third-Down Conversions........  3 of 10 1 1 of 1 8
Fourth-Down Conversions.......  0 of 1 1 of 1
Red-Zone Scores-Chances.......  0-0 1-2
Sacks By: Number-Yards........  2-8 4-10
RUSHING: Otterbein University-Ben Sizemore 12-24; Drew Ervin 
10-21; Tyler Hammond 3-1 1; Derik Rudolph 1-1; Team 1-minus 1 
Muskingum University-Shane Dotson 13-61; Melvin Smith 1 1-40; 
Cody Williams 17-38; Alex Dickey 3-1 1.
PASSING: Otterbein University-Ben Sizemore 13-21-0-205. Musk­
ingum University-Cody Williams 20-34-1-205.
GAME 6 • Oct. 19, 2013
MEMORIAL STADIUM (1,018)
1 2 3 4 Final
Heidelberg 7 14 7 7 35
OHERBEIN 3 7 7 0 17
WESTERVILLE, Ohio—1 2th-ranked Heidelberg retained the Rhine 
River Cup for another year, defeating Otterbein 35-1 7.
oivc;iic:;oo vji ic?i
Heidelberg's touchdowns.
Otterbein senior quarterback Ben Sizemore threw for a career-high 
354 yards in the loss, completing 30 of 50 pass attempts. Receiv­
ers Steven Carpenter, a senior, and Cole Benner, a sophomore, 
accounted for 21 of the 30 receptions. Carpenter caught 1 1 balls 
for 105 yards while Lucas hauled in 10 receptions for 94 yards.
Otterbein freshman inside linebacker Austin Jones led the teanj with 
1 1 tackles, including eight solo and one for a loss of four yards.
SCORING SUMMARY
1 st 06:37 OTT - A. Gaither 27 yd field goal
04:40 HEID - C. Brooks 36 yd run (Kilger kick)
2nd 14:47 OTT - B. Frentzel 74 yd pass from B. Sizemore (Gaither kick) 
10:37 HEID - C. Brooks 23 yd run (Kilger kick)
08:17 HEID - C. Brooks 3 yd run (kilger kick)
3rd 12:38 OTT - B. Wray 22 yd pass from Sizemore (Gaither kick) 
03:42 HEID - C. Brooks 2 yd run (Kilger kick)
4th 1 3:09 HEID - C. Brooks 38 yd run (Kilger kick)
HEID on
FIRST DOWNS................................ 21 24
RUSHES-YARDS (NET).............  44-348 38-79
PASSING YDS (NET)....................... 103 354
Passes Att-Comp-Int............ 20-6-0 52-30-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS..... 64-451 90-433
Fumble Returns-Yards........... 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards......................... 0-0 1-8
Kickoff Returns-Yards.........  3-62 5-87
Interception Returns-Yards.... 0-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg).............  5-37.0 5-30.6
Fumbles-Lost................................. 1-0 3-1
Penalties-Yards............................ 5-45 2-21
Possession Time.......................... 22:07 37:53
Third-Down Conversions........  5 of 1 2 11 of 23
Fourth-Down Conversions.......  0 of 1 1 of 4
Red-Zone Scores-Chances.......  2-2
Sacks By: Number-Yards........  7-32 0-0
RUSHING: Heidelberg Universit-Cartel Brooks 39-337; Geoffrey 
Helms 2-7; Michael Mees 2-6; Team 1-minus 2. Otterbein IJniversi- 
fy-Drew Ervin 14-57- Derik Rudolph 4-14; R. Hutchison 3-10; Ben 
oizemore 16-7; Brick Davis 1-minus 9.
PASSING: Heidelberg Universit-Michael Mees 6-20-0-103. Otter­
bein University-Ben Sizemore 30-51-0-354; Brick Davis 0-1-0-0.
RECEIVING: Otterbein University-S. Carpenter 6-115; Jeremy McCoy 
6-85; Joey Batey 1-5. Muskingum University-J.Washington 5-87; 
Marvin Morris 3-36; Wes Rataiczak 3-29; Alex Dickey 3-25; Shane 
Dotson 3-7; Bradon Hardy 1-16; David Carroll 1-5; Melvin Smith 1-0,
INTERCEPTIONS: Otterbein University-Jordan Bonifas 1-0. Musk­
ingum University-None.
FUMBLES: Otterbein University-None. Muskingum University-Cody 
Williams 2-0; Marvin Morris 1-1; Wes Rataiczak 1-0.
RECEIVING: Heidelberg Universit-Donteea Dye 3-42; Cameron 
Vocke 1-30; Ethan Kindle 1-16; Derek Hug 1-15. Otterbein Uni­
versity-S. Carpenter 1 1-105; Connor Lucas 10-94; Brice Frentzel 
2-80; Travis Laird 2-24; Derik Rudolph 2-10; Bryson Wray 1-22; R. 
Hutchison 1-13; Jeremy McCoy 1-6.
INTERCEPTIONS: Heidelberg Universit-None. Otterbein University-None.
FUMBLES: Heidelberg Universit-Cartel Brooks 1-0. Otterbein 
University-Ben Sizemore 3-1.
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GAME 7 • Oct. 26, 2013 
MOUNT UNION STADIUM (4,016)
1 2 3 4 Find
OHERBEIN 0 0 0 0 0
MOUNT UNION 14 27 0 7 48
ALLIANCE, Ohio—Top-ranked University of Mount Union defeated 
Otterbein University, 48-0, on a cold and blustery Saturday after­
noon at homecoming in Alliance.
Mount Union struck fast. Junior wide receiver Luc Meacham caught 
a 67-yard touchdown pass from junior quarterback Kevin Burke 
and the Purple Raiders led 7-0 with 14:1 7 to play in the first quar­
ter. Before the first half ended, the Purple Raiders scored five more 
times and led 41-0 at intermission. Mount Union blocked two Ot­
terbein punt attempts in the half, which led to two of those scores.
The Cardinals, playing three different quarterbacks, managed but 
37 yards of total offense in the game. Senior Ben Sizemore, and j^u- 
niors Brick Davis and Ryan Thombs combined to complete 3 of 1 z 
pass attempts for 32 yards. Otterbein netted just five yards rushing.
Once again, freshman inside linebacker Austin Jones led Otterbein 
with 1 1 tackles, including two for a loss of eight yards. All 1 1 
tackles were unassisted. Senior inside linebacker Eric Mitchell and 
senior outside linebacker Wes McKeever tallied seven tackles each.
SCORING SUMMARY
1 st 14:17 MTU - Meacham 67 yd pass from Burke (Ruhnke kick) 
02:25 MTU - Mitchell 7 yd run (Ruhnke kick)
2nd 09:35 MTU - Meacham 6 yd pass from Burke (Ruhnke kick failed) 
07:45 MTU - Kocheff 0 yd blocked punt return (Ruhnke kick) 
04:23 MTU - Gainer 28 yd pass from Burke (Ruhnke kick) 
02:03 MTU - Minnich 1 yd run (Ruhnke kick)
4th 01:06 MTU - Nemeth 6 yd run (Ruhnke kick)
on MTU
FIRST DOWNS................................ 1 23
RUSHES-YARDS (NET).............  25-5 62-290
PASSING YDS (NET)....................... 32 128
Passes Att-Comp-Int............ 12-3-1 15-5-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYSYARDS..... 37-37 77-418
Fumble Returns-Yards........... 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards......................... 0-0 7-43
Kickoff Returns-Yards.........  5-63 0-0
Interception Returns-Yards.... 0-0 1-25
Punts (Number-Avg).............  10-24.1 1-41.0
Fumbles-Lost................................. 0-0 2-1
Penalties-Yards............................ 4-43 5-45
Possession Time........................... 21:28 38:32
Third-Down Conversions........  0 of 10 10 of 15
Fourth-Down Conversions.......  0 of 0 1 of 4
Red-Zone Scores-Chances.......  0-0 4-6
Sacks By: Number-Yards........  1-5 3-15
RUSHING: Otterbein University-Derik Rudolph 8-10; Brick Davis 
4-5; R. Hutchison 2-4; Drew Ervin 4-3; Team 1-minus 1; Eric Mitch­
ell 2-minus 2; John Pyles 2-minus 2; Ryan Thombs 1-minus 3; Ben 
Sizemore 1-minus 9. Mount Union-Kevin Burke 13-71; B.J. Mitchell 
15-69; Germany Woods 15-58; Logan Nemeth 9-55; Taurice Scott 
6-30; Luc Meacnam 1-6; Mason Minnich 2-1; Jack Nicholls 1-0.
PASSING: Otterbein University-Ben Sizemore 2-8-1-19; Brick Davis 
1-3-0-13; Ryan Thombs 0-1-0-0. Mount Union-Kevin Burke 5-13-0- 
128; Taurice Scott 0-2-0-0.
RECEIVING: Otterbein University-Travis Laird 1-13; Derik Rudolph 
1-1 1; S. Carpenter 1-8. Mount Union-Luc Meacham 2-73; Brian 
Gainer 1-28; Mason Minnich 1-18; Jack Nicholls 1-9.
GAME 8 • Nov. 2, 2013 
MEMORIAL STADIUM (1,531)
1 2 3 4 Final
CAPITAL 7 0 0 7 14
OHERBEIN 7 6 0 6 19
WESTERVILLE, Ohio -Otterbein stayed in the hunt for a winning season, 
overcoming crosstown rival Capital University, 19-14, in a hard-fought 
Ohio Athletic Conference (OAQ game Saturday at Memorial Stadium.
With two games remaining in the season, the win kept the goal of 
back-to-back winning seasons alive. The battle came down to the 
final minute when the Cardinals (4-4, 4-3 OAC) stuffed a fourth- 
and-1 attempt by the Crusaders (1-7, 1-6 OAC) at the Otterbein 
35-yard line with 51 seconds remaining to preserve the win.
"The win is huge," said Otterbein head coach Tim Doup. "Espe­
cially when it's against Cap, it's always a little bit more gratifying. 
We still have two games to play to get to our first goal and it is 
attainable—that's to have a winning record."
Ben Sizemore finished with 315 yards and two touchdowns, 
completing 25 of 35 passes. Ca^enter accounted for 1 34 yards 
through the air on nine catches. On the defensive side of the ball, 
senior defensive lineman Zack Grieves led the team with nine 
tackles and a sack.
SCORING SUMMARY
1 st 14:45 CAP - A. Coleman 65 yd run (Riley kick)
09:39 OTT - Camenter 21 yd pass from B. Sizemore (Gaither kick) 
2nd 06:26 OTT - S. Carpenter 24 yd pass from B. Sizemore (kick failed 
4th 14:08 OTT - Alana Gaither 1 8 yd field goal 
09:36 CAP - Brent Walton 6 yd run (Riley kick 
03:26 OTT - Alana Gaither 22 yd field goal
CAP on
FIRST DOWNS................................ 15 19
RUSHES-YARDS (NET).............  45-296 33-44
PASSING YDS (NET)....................... 32 315
Passes Att-Comp-Int............ 10-5-0 36-25-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYSYARDS..... 55-328 69-359
Fumble Returns-Yards........... 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards......................... 0-0 1-10
Kickoff Returns-Yards.........  4-91 3-98
Interception Returns-Yards.... 0-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg).............  4-33.5 2-43.5
Fumbles-Lost................................. 1-1 1-0
Penalties-Yards................ 8-97 10-92
Possession Time........................... 24:35 35:25
Third-Down Conversions........  5 of 12 7 of 15
Fourth-Down Conversions.......  0 of 2 1 of 2
Red-Zone Scores-Chances.......  1-1 3-5
Sacks By: Number-Yards........  4-20 1-2
RUSHING: Capital University-Alex Coleman 12-1 85; Brent Walton 
20-88;Jake Breakey 2-20; Chase Longwell 9-6; Bo Hardy 1-1; 
Nolan Gill 1-minus 4. Otterbein University-Derik Rudolph 5-22; 
Tyler Hammond 3-10; S. Carpenter 3-7; Ben Sizemore 1 2-7; R. 
Hutchison 1-1; Drew Ervin 6-0; Team 3-minus 3.
PASSING: Capital University-Chase Longwell 5-10-0-32. Otterbein 
University-Ben Sizemore 25-35-0-315; lyler Hammond 0-1-0-0.
RECEIVING: Capital UnIversity-Bo Hardy 3-15; Jacob Batcho 
1-16; Alex Coleman 1-1. Otterbein University-S. Carpenter 9-134; 
Connor Lucas 5-59; Jeremy McCoy 5-57; Brice Frentzel 1 -20; M. 
Greenwell 1-16; Drew Ervin 1-12; Bryson Wray 1-7; Eric Mitchell 
1-5; Joey Batey 1-5.
INTERCEPTIONS: Otterbein University-None. Mount Union-Mike 
Maier 1-25.
FUMBLES: Capital University-Chase Longwell 
FUMBLES: Mount Union-Taurice Scott 1-1; Kevin Burke 1-0. University-S. Caipenter 1-0. ^
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INTERCEPTIONS: Capital University-None. Otterbein University-None.
Otterbein
25
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2 3 4 Final
0 8 6 21
20 2 7 29
GAME 10 • Nov. 16, 2013 
MEMORIAL STADIUM (1,123)
1 2 3 4 Final
OHERBEIN 7 7 0 7 21
OHIO NORTHERN 14 7 14 7 42
WESTERVILLE, Ohio—Otterbein kept on track for back-to-back winning 
seasons, holding off Marietta, 29-21, on Senior Day in Westerville.
Marietta was the first team to score taking the opening kickoff 
and mounting a 1 3 play, 81-yard drive capped off by a two-yard 
touchdown run from running back Tim Connor.
Otterbein put together back-to-back scoring drives of 84 and 70 
yards, each ending in a Drew Ervin rushing touchdown, and the 
Cardinals led, 14-/, with 3:50 to play in the first half.
ADA, Ohio—Otterbein closed out the 2013 season with a 42-21 
loss at Ohio Northern.
Otterbein, hoping to send its 16 seniors out on a high note, lost 
rhythm on offense after senior quarterback Ben Sizemore left the 
game with an injury with 1:41 remaining in the first quarter.
The Cardinals, after three straight possessions ending^ in punts, 
scored on an Alex Cameron interception for a touchdown to even 
the score at 7-7 with 2:41 to play in the first quarter.
On the following series, Otterbein defensive end Zack Grieves 
blocked a Marietta 44-yard field-goal attempt and defensive back 
Jordan Bonifas ran it back 65 yards for a touchdown to give Ot­
terbein a 20-7 lead at intermission.
Otterbein extended its lead to 22-7 with a safety at the start of the 
second half, and the two teams traded touchdowns from there.
Ervin just missed the 100-yard mark, rushing for 95 yards on 15 carries.
Otterbein went to the wildcat offense and mounted a 12-play. 75- 
yard drive to tie the score at 14 with 8:51 to play in the first half. 
Cole Benner took the direct snap five times and rushed for 51 yards.
From there it was all Ohio Northern. The Polar Bears scored touch­
downs on four of its next six possessions.
Freshman inside linebacker Austin Jones and senior defensive end 
Zack Grieves each made 1 3 tackles.
SCORING SUMMARY
1 St 09:58 MAR - Tim Conner 2 yd run (Butler kick)
2nd 1 1:25 OTT - Drew Ervin 3 yd run (Gaither kicK)
03:50 OTT - Drew Ervin 6 yd run (Gaither kick)
00:16 OTT-Jordan Bonifas 65 yd missed FG return (kick failed) 
3rd 12:01 on-Team safety
03:21 MAR - Roger Bush 2 yd run (2-point conversion)
4th 13:50 OTT - S. Carpenter 18 yd pass from Sizemore (Gaither Kick) 
04:00 MAR - Tim Conner 2 yd run (Tim Conner rush failed)
MAR on
FIRST DOWNS............................... 18 21
RUSHES-YARDS (NETI.............  49-277 43-204
PASSING YDS (NET)....................... 89 171
Passes Att-Comp-Int............ 11-9-0 22-15-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYSYARDS..... 60-366 65-375
Fumble Returns-Yards..........  0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards........................ 1-3 1-20
Kickoff Returns-Yards.........  4-30 5-25
Interception Returns-Yards.... 0-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg)..................... 3-41.7 4-48.5
Fumbles-Lost................................. 1-1 0-0
Penalties-Yards............................ 4-39 9-78
Possession Time................ 26:39 33:21
Third-Down Conversions........  3 of 10 5 of 13
Fourth-Down Conversions.......  3 of 3 2 of 2
Red-Zone Scores-Chances.......  3-3 3-5
Sacks By: Number-Yards........  3-21 0-0
RUSHING: Marietta College-Tim Conner 23-164; Roger Bush 16- 
76; Patrick Lewis 8-26; Kirby Harris 1-1 2; TEAM 1-minus 1. Otter­
bein University-Drew Ervin 15-95; R. Hutchison 7-60; Ben Sizemore 
12-33; Derik Rudolph 5-20; S. Carpenter 1-3; Team 3-minus 7.
PASSING: Marietta College-Tom Fulton 9-1 1-0-89. Otterbein 
University-Ben Sizemore T5-22-0-171.
RECEIVING: Marietta College-Kirby Harris 7-55; Josh Llaneza 
1-32; Roger Bush 1-2. Otterbein Llniversity-S. Carpenter 7-79; 
Chad McCray 2-29; Connor Lucas 2-13; Joey Batey 1-15; Chris 
Butcher 1-13; Drew Ervin 1-13; Bryson Wray 1-9.
INTERCEPTIONS: Marietta College-None. Otterbein University- 
None.
FUMBLES: Marietta College-Roger Bush 1-1. Otterbein University-None.
SCORING SUMMARY ,
1 st 05:09 ONU - McCray 23 yd pass from Angle DiMario kick) 
02:41 OTT - Cameron 20 yd interception return (Gaither kick) 
00:1 9 ONU - Price 14 yd pass from Angle (DiMario kick) 
2nd 08:51 OTT - Wray 4 ya pass from Thomos (Gaither kick) 
02:54 ONU - Magazine 1 yd run (DiMario kick)
3rd 09:57 ONU - Buenger 8 ya pass from Angle (DiMario kick) 
05:14 ONU - Magazine 9 yd run (DiMario kick)
4th 11:11 ONU - Magazine 2 yd run (DiMario kick)
01:10 OTT - Chad McCray 3 yd pass from Linder (Gaither kick)
on ONU
FIRST DOWNS..................... 15 28
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)............. 37-110 38-161
PASSING YDS (NET).............. 96 315
Passes Att-Comp-Int............ 25-12-2 35-27-2
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS.... . 62-206 73-476
Fumble Returns-Yards........... 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards............. 1-27 2-12
Kickoff Returns-Yards......... 3-53 3-34
Interception Returns-Yards.... 2-20 2-10
Punts (Number-Avg)............. 6-26.0 2-42.0
Fumbles-Lost.................... 0-0 2-2
Penalties-Yards................ 3-35 5-50
Possession Time................ 30:04 29:56
Third-Down Conversions........ 1 of 11 5 of 10
Fourth-Down Conversions....... Oof 2 Oof 1
Red-Zone Scores-Chances....... 2-3 5-7
Sacks By: Number-Yards........ 1-8 3-16
RUSHING: Otterbein University-Cole Benner 6-51; Drew Ervin 
13-30; R. Hutchison 4-15; Thomas Linder 4-15; S. Carpenter 2-6; 
Derik Rudolph 3-4; Team 1-minus 1; Ben Sizemore 4-minus 10. 
Ohio Northern-William Bodden 10-73; Justin Magazine 15-62; 
Patrick Angle 10-33; Matt Joppeck 1-0; Team 2-minus 7.
PASSING: Otterbein University-Thomas Linder 8-12-1-60; Ryan 
Thombs 2-7-1-2; Ben Sizemore 2-6-0-34. Ohio Northern-Patrick 
Angle 27-35-2-315.
RECEIVING: Otterbein University-S. Carpenter 4-45; Chester Deaton 
1-16; Chris Butcher 1-10; Joey Batey 1-9; Derik Rudolph 1-6: Con­
nor Lucas 1-5; Bryson Wray 1-4; Chad McCray 1-3; K. Hutchison 
1-minus 2. Ohio Northern-Devon Price 1 1-131; Justin Magazine 
6-39; Justin McCray 4-66; Matt Craven 2-33; Justin Buenger 2-17; 
Kyle Baker 1-20; William Bodden 1-9.
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OPPONENT SCORE ATTEND TEAM STATISTICS
Sep 07, 2013 ST. JOHN FISHER L 0-28 2916 FIRST DOWNS... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149 193
*Sep 21, 2013 WILMINGTON COLLEGE W 30-14 2161 Rushing... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 92
♦Sep 28, 2013 at JOHN CARROLL L 0-28 3117 Passing... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91 82
♦Oct 05, 2013 BALDWIN WALLACE W 19-7 1214 Penalty... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 19
♦Oct 12, 2013 at Muskingum University W 12-10 2789 RUSHING YARDAGE... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 947 1958
♦Oct 19, 2013 HEIDELBERG UNIVERSIT L 17-35 1018 Yards gained rushing... 1318 2119
♦Oct 26, 2013 at #1 Mount Union L 0-48 4016 Yards lost rushing... .. . . .. . . .. . 371 161
♦Nov 02 , 2013 CAPITAL UNIVERSITY W 19-14 1531 Rushing Attempts... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 352 401
♦Nov 09, 2013 MARIETTA COLLEGE W 29-21 1123 Average Per Rush... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.7 4.9
♦Nov 16, 2013 at Ohio Northern L 21-42 2156 Average Per Game... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 94.7 195.8
* denotes conFerence game
RUSHING GP Att Gain Loss Net Avg TD 1Long Avg/G
Drew Ervin 10 108 552 39 513 4.8 4 76 51.3
Derik Rudolph 10 57 173 26 147 2.6 0 12 14.7
R. Hutchison 8 26 131 7 124 4.8 0 25 15.5
Ben Sizemore 10 86 249 174 75 0.9 1 23 7.5
Tyler Hammond 7 17 71 1 70 4.1 0 11 10.0
Cole Benner 9 6 54 3 51 8.5 0 20 5.7
S. Carpenter 10 8 28 6 22 2.8 0 12 2.2
Thomas Linder 5 4 17 2 15 3.8 0 8 3.0
Will Brett 10 2 8 0 8 4.0 0 5 0.8
Cody Green 1 2 7 0 7 3.5 0 5 7.0
Eric Mitchell 10 3 7 2 5 1.7 0 7 0.5
John Pyles 9 2 1 3 -2 -1.0 0 1 -0.2
Ryan Thombs 6 1 0 3 -3 -3.0 0 0 -0.5
Team 9 16 0 30 -30 -1.9 0 0 -3.3
Brick Davis 6 14 20 75 -55 -3.9 0 9 -9.2
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 352 1318 371 947 2.7 5 76 94.7
Opponents... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 401 2119 161 1958 4.9 23 74 195.8
PASSING GP EFFic Cmp-Att- Int Pet Yds TD Lng Avg/G
Ben Sizemore 10 134.38 135-225 -1 60.0 1584 11 74 158.4
Brick Davis 6 93.97 12-26-0 46.2 148 0 26 24.7
Thomas Linder 5 119.50 8-12-1 66.7 60 1 16 12.0
Ryan Thombs 6 43.35 2-8-1 25.0 2 1 4 0.3
Cole Benner 9 0.00 0-1-0 0.0 0 0 0 0.0
Tyler Hammond 7 0.00 0-1-0 0.0 0 0 0 0.0
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 126.23 157-273 -3 57.5 1794 13 74 179.4
Opponents... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 123.47 157-264-6 59.5 1722 11 67 172.2
RECEIVING GP No. Yds Avg TD Long Avg/G
S. Carpenter 10 54 691 12.8 7 54 69.1
Jeremy McCoy 8 29 352 12.1 1 30 44.0
Connor Lucas 10 23 211 9.2 0 30 21.1
Brice Frentzel lO 8 143 17.9 1 74 14.3
Bryson Wray 10 8 77 9.6 2 22 7.7
Derik Rudolph 10 8 59 7.4 0 15 5.9
Travis Laird 10 6 56 9.3 0 13 5.6
Drew Ervin 10 4 41 10.2 0 13 4.1
Joey Batey 7 4 34 8.5 0 15 4.9
Chad McCray 6 3 32 10.7 1 24 5.3
Christian Brett 4 2 25 12.5 0 14 6.2
Chris Butcher 4 2 23 11.5 0 13 5.8
Chester Deaton 8 2 18 9.0 1 16 2.2
R. Hutchison 8 2 11 5.5 0 13 1.4
M. Greenwell 10 1 16 16.0 0 16 1.6
Eric Mitchell 10 1 5 5.0 0 5 0.5
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 157 1794 11.4 13 74 179.4














SCORING TD FGs Kick Rush Rev Pass 1DXP SaF Point:
S. Carpenter 7 0-0 0-0 0 -0 0 0-0 0 0 42
Alana Gaither 0 4-5 13-18 0 -0 0 0-0 0 0 25
Drew Ervin 4 0-0 0-0 0 -0 0 0-0 0 0 24
Bryson Wray 2 0-0 0-0 0 -0 0 0-0 0 0 12
Jordan BoniFas 1 0-0 0-0 0 -0 0 0-0 0 0 6
Chad McCray 1 0-0 0-0 0 -0 0 0-0 0 0 6
Chester Deaton 1 0-0 0-0 0 -0 0 0-0 0 0 6
Alex Cameron 1 0-0 0-0 0--0 0 0-0 0 0 6
Brice Frentzel 1 0-0 0-0 0 -0 0 0-0 0 0 6
Jeremy McCoy 1 0-0 0-0 0--0 0 0-0 0 0 6
Ben Sizemore 1 0-0 0-0 0--0 0 0-1 0 0 6
Team 0 0-0 0-0 0--0 0 0-0 0 1 2
Nick Ganus 0 0-4 0-1 0--0 0 0-0 0 0 0
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 4-9 13-19 0--0 0 0-1 0 1 147
Opponents.... . .. . .. . .. . .. . 35 1-5 32-33 0 -1 1 1-1 0 0 247
SCORE BY QUARTERS 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Total
Otterbein University 24 66 37 20 _ 147
Opponents... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 100 43 48 - 247
TDs Rushing... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PASSING YARDAGE... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Att-Comp-Int... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average Per Pass... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
Average Per Catch... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average Per Game... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
TDs Passing... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TOTAL OFFENSE... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total Plays... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average Per Play... . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Average Per Game... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KICK RETURNS: #-YARDS.... 
PUNT RETURNS: #-YARDS....
INT RETURNS: #-YARDS... .. . . .. . . .. .
FUMBLES-LOST... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PENALTIES-YARDS... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
PUNTS-AVG... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TIME OF POSSESSION/GAME..
3RD-DOWN CONVERSIONS... . .. . . . .. . . .






































28 : 13 
57/133 
9/22
INTERCEPTIONS No. Yds Avg TD Long
Alex Cameron 2 30 15.0 1 20
M. Greenwell 1 2 2.0 0 2
Will Brett 1 0 0.0 0 0
Ty Compton 1 0 0.0 0 0
Jordan BoniFas 1 0 0.0 0 0
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 32 5.3 1 20
Opponents... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 35 11.7 0 25
PUNTING No. Yds Avg Long TB FC 120 Blkd
Jordan Keaton 45 1582 35.2 64 1 3 16 1
Ryan Thombs 9 315 35.0 40 0 2 4 1
Bryson Wray 3 97 32.3 41 0 0 1 0
T earn 2 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0
Kyle Beck 1 34 34.0 34 0 1 0 0
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 2028 33.8 64 1 6 21 2
Opponents... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 1530 38.2 54 7 5 9 0
PUNT RETURNS No. Yds Avg TD Long
Connor Lucas 14 120 8.6 O 27
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 120 8.6 0 27
Opponents... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 134 5.8 1 24
KICK RETURNS No. Yds Avg TD Long
S. Carpenter 18 340 18.9 0 48
Cole Benner 8 156 19.5 0 34
Bryson Wray 3 19 6.3 0 8
Dalton Jarvis 2 21 10.5 0 14
Connor Lucas 1 2 2.0 0 2
Christian Brett 1 0 0.0 0 0
Aaron Myers 1 5 5.0 0 5
John Pyles 1 11 11.0 0 11
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 554 15.8 0 48
Opponents... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 364 13.5 0 34
ALL PURPOSE G Rush Rec PR KOR IR Tot Avg/G
S. Carpenter 10 22 691 0 340 0 1053 105.3
Drew Ervin 10 513 41 0 0 0 554 55.4
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 947 1794 120 554 32 3447 344.7
Opponents.... . .. . .. . .. . . 10 1958 1722 134 364 35 4213 421.3
TOTAL OFFENSE G Plays Rush Pass Total Avg/G
Ben Sizemore 10 311 75 1584 1659 165 .9
Drew Ervin 10 108 513 0 513 51 . 3
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 10 625 947 1794 2741 2 74 . 1
Opponents.... . .. . .. . .. . .. . 10 665 1958 1722 3680 368 .0
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OTTERBEIN 2013 DEFENSIVE STATISTICS
1- —Tackles- ------ 1 1 -Sacks-1 1 —Pass Def— 1 I--Fumbles -1 Blkd
DEFENSIVE LEADERS GP Solo ^st Total TFL/Yds No-Yds Int-Yds BrUp QBH Rcv-Yds FF Kick Saf
42 Austin Jones 10 56 47 103 12.5-30 1.0-5 2 . 1 .
8 Eric Mitchell 10 36 40 76 3.5-7 1.0-4 . . 1-0 •
5 Zack Grieves 10 30 36 66 6.0-17 1.0-2 3 • 2-0 2 1
26 Alex Cameron 10 40 14 54 1.0-1 2-30 6 1-0 - •
3 Wes McKeever 10 28 24 52 4.5-11 1.0-2 1 1-0 1
44 Patrick Coleman 10 24 15 39 8.5-18 2.0-8 . 1 1
7 Jordan Bonifas 10 19 15 34 4.5-8 1-0 3 1-0
37 Ty Compton 10 17 15 32 0.5-2 1-0 3 1-0 1
29 Ryan Moore 10 16 15 31 1.0-2 • 1
1 Will Brett 10 15 13 28 2.0-3 1-0 1
1-023 Preston Pearson 10 14 13 27 0.5-0
21 Jaylin Kennedy 10 17 10 27 0.5-1 1
20 Z. Guillozet 10 17 5 22
19 M. Greenwell 10 9 10 19 2.5-12 1.0-8 1-2 2
68 Tyler Green 10 6 9 15 1.5-3
51 E. Bergenstein 8 4 10 14 4.0-7
41 Tony Foreman 9 5 4 9
45 Pat Seesholtz 4 5 3 8 4.0-8 1
32 Jordan Keaton 9 4 2 6
24 Troy Netter 7 3 2 5
54 Tevyn Young 3 1 3 4 1.0-0
53 Dakota Schwan 8 3 1 4
35 John Pyles 9 2 1 3
93 Adam Scott 3 . 2 2
11 T.J. Washington 5 1 1 2
46 Aaron Myers 6 2 . 2 1.0-1 1-030 Cole Benner 9 2 2
13 Jacob Stewart 3 1 1 2
33 Kenny Duff 2 1 1 2
14 Nick Ganus 8 1 . 1
22 Michael Gib 2 . 1 1
3B V. Scarpelli 1 1 • 1
4 S. Carpenter 10 1 • 1
2 Brice Frentzel 10 1 • 1
7B John Vincent 5 1 1
38 Kyle Pisano 3 1 1
62 Robert Wining 4 1 • 1
75 J. Christoff 10 1 . 1
47 Zach Hamilton 10 1 1
57 Travis Bates 4 1 1 •
TM Team 9 . •
Total......... 10 386 315 701 59-131 7-29 6-32 25 9-0 6 1
Opponents..... , 10 350 298 648 83-345 39-234 3-35 27 7 5-0 4 2




Game 45 Josh Braden (2003 vs. Marietta)
Season 247 Don Mollick (1993)
Career 713 Shane Rannebarger (1 996-2001)
NET RUSHING YARDAGE 
Game 269 Pryestt Strickland (1 994 vs. Caf
Game 252 Shane Rannebarger (2000 vs. Musking­
um)
Season 1 102 Colton Coy (2010)
Career 3409 Shane Rannebarger (1 996-2001)
MOST TOUCHDOWNS RUSHING





Game 62 Norm Lukey (1969 vs. Baldwin-Wallace) 
Season 370 Luke Hanks (1990)
Career 1267 Luke Hanks (1990-93)
MOST PASSES COMPLETED
Game 38 Norm Lukey (1969 vs. Baldwin-Wallace) 
Season 216 Luke Hanks (1991)
Career 715 Luke Hanks (1990-93)
NET PASSING YARDAGE
Game 427 Norm Lukey (1969 vs. Baldwin-Wallace) 
Season 2798 Matt D'Orazio (1999)
Career 8770 Matt D'Orazio (1996-99)
MOST TOUCHDOWN PASSES 












Game 362 Norm Lukey (1969 vs. Baldwin-Wallace) 
Season 3073 Matt D'Orazio (1999)
Career 9364 Matt D'Orazio 1996-99)




Matt D'Orazio, who played at Otterbein from 1996 to J 999, guides 
the Philadelphia Soul to the Arena Bowl XXII championship in 2008. 
The quarterback also took Chicago to the AFL title in 2006.
RECEIVING




Season 92 Ron Severance
Career 207 Ron Severance (1989-91
Severance (1 991 vs. Muskingum)' 
Jackson (1969 vs. Baldwin-Wal-
NET RECEIVING YARDAGE 
Game 244 Ben Streby 
Season 1203 Ben Streby 
Career 2579 Ricardo Len
1 999 vs. Marietta) 
1999)
hart (2002-2005)
MOST TOUCHDOWN RECEPTIONS 
Game 5 Ben Streby
Season 19 Ben Streby
Career 29 Jeff Gibbs () 998




MOST POINTS SCORED 
Season 1 16 Ben Streby (1999)
Career 258 Shane Rannebarger (1996-2001)
MOST TOUCHDOWNS
Game 5 Ken Zarbaugh (1949 vs. Oberlin, Ash­
land)
5 Ben Streby (1999 vs. Baldwin-Wallace) 
Season 19 Ken Zarbaugh (1949)
19 Ben Streby (1999)
Career 43 Shane Rannebarger (1996-2001)
MOST EXTRA POINTS
Game 8 John Sims (2005 vs. Heidelberg)
8 Derek Hone (2001 vs. Mt. St. Joseph) 
Heidelberg
Season 50 B. J. Wanninger (2008)
Career 81 Brett Dorset! fl 997-99)
MOST FIELD GOALS 
Game 4 John Sims
4 Jim Hoyle 
Season 14 John Sims
Career 27 Jim Hoyle
2004 vs. Defiance) 





Game 13 Andy Mahle (1992 vs. Ohio Northern) 
13 Allen Cain (2002 vs. John Carroll) 
Season 80 Joe Kacsandi* (1995)
Career 190 Jon Mastel (1980-83)
MOST YARDS PUNTING
Game 463 Andy Mahle (1992 vs. Ohio Northern) 
463 Joe Kacsandi (1996 vs. Hanover) 
Season 2786 Joe Kacsandi (1995)
Career 7280 Jon Mastel (1980-8j)
BEST PUNTING AVERAGE
Game 56.7 Mark Bailey (1975 vs. Kenyon)
Season 41.8 Leif Petterson (1971)
-9<Career 40.6
39.9




Game 3 Kyle Whaley (2005 vs. Wilmington) 
3 Joe Krumpak (1981 vs. Oberlin, 
Heidelberg)
3 Steve Jones (199 
Season 10 . . l
Career 14 Anthony Korpieski (2008-2012)
13 Joe Loth (19S6-90)
13 Micheaux Robinson (2000-04) 
*Ohio Athletic Conference Record
5 vs. Heidelberg)




Game 444 (1967 vs. Muskingum)
Season 2324 (1981)
MOST RUSHING PLAYS
Game 82 (1981 vs. Heidelberg)
Season 534 (1981)
MOST FIRST DOWNS RUSHING 
Game 27 (1970 vs. Capital) 
Season 115 (2008)
Passing
MOST NET YARDS PASSED 
Game 427 (1969 vs. Baldwin-Wal­
lace)
Season 2802 (1999)
MOST PASSES AHEMPTED 
Game 62 (1969 vs. Bald win-Wal­
lace)
Season 400 (1990)
MOST PASSES COMPLETED 
Game 38 (1969 vs. Baldwin-Wal­
lace)
Season 217 (1991)
MOST PASSES INTERCEPTED 
Game 8 (1995 vs. Heidelberg) 
Season 23 (1981)
MOST PASSES HAD INTERCEPTED 
Game 6 (1972 vs. Marietta, 
1989 vs. Muskingum) 
Season 27 (1990)
Quarterback Jack Rafferty labove) led Otterbein s 
2008 team that set the school record for points 
scored in a season (427).
Running Bock Colton Coy (above) set the Otterbein single­
season rushing record in 2010 (1102).
MOST FIRST DOWNS PASSING 









2004 vs. Defiance) 
1980 vs. Kenyon) 
2004)
Scoring
MOST POINTS SCORED 
Game 74 (^191 3 vs. Antioch) 
Season 427 z008
MOST EXTRA POINTS 
Game 8 (2005 vs. Heidelberg) 









1992 vs. Ohio Northern) 
2002 vs. John Carrol) 
1985)* '
MOST YARDAGE PUNTING 
Game 445 (1972 vs. Capital) 
Season 2990 (1985)*
HIGHEST PUNTING AVERAGE 
Season 41.8 (1971)
*Ohio Athletic Conference Record










USA D-lll Football HM
Ron Severance
WR 1990 1991
Champion USA 1 st 1 st























Am. Football Coaches 1 st 
Hewlett-Packard 2nd 












Gagliardi Trophy Finalist 
Hewlett-Packard 3rd 
Football Gazette 3rd 
USA D-lll Football HM
Andy Mahle
P 1992 1993
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OTTERBEIN ALL-OAC PLAYERS
1921 Roy Peden-FB 2nd
1923 Horold Anderson-HB 1st
Dovid Reck-C 1st




1924 Dovid Reck-C 1 st
Poul Gorver-T HM
1927 John Crowford-C HM
1931 Don Bowell-G 1st




1932 Don Bowell-G 1st
Borney Froncis-QB 1 st
1933 Hugh Glover-G 2nd
Roger Huhn HM
1934 Joke Hohn-G HM
1935 Bill Anderson-QB HM
John McGee-G HM
1941 Vic Nolon-FB 3rd
Jim Eby-E HM
Joe Popps-HB HM




1946 Poul Dovis-HB 1st
Rolph Pickelsimer-C 1st
1949 Kenneth Zorbough-HB 1st
1951 EdAxline-G 1st
1952 Ed Axiine-G 2nd
1953 Eorl Belcher-G 1st
Pete Fields-G 2nd
Ed AxIine-FB HM
1957 Hugh Zimmer-G 3rd




1960 Lorry Cline-QB 1 st
Ron Jones-E 1st
Jock Pietilo-OL 2nd
1961 Jock Pietilo-G 1st





1963 Gory Reynolds-HB 2nd
Jim WocKer-DE 2nd










1969 Norm Lukey-QB 2nd
1971 Steve Troylor-WR 2nd
Porter Kouffmon-DB HM
Doug Thomson-HB HM
1972 Steve Troylor-WR 1st








Steve Schnarr-FB 1 st
Pete Lenge-DE HM
Neil Mairs-WR HM
1975 Bill Hillier-QB HM
Bob Tolpos-DB HM
1976 Bob Bordelong-TE 1st
Dick Bonner-DT 1 st
Rob Dodge-DE 1 st
Don Snider-LB 1 st
Bob Tolpos-DB 1 st
Biff Roberts-DB HM
Bob Ruble-LB HM
1977 Bob Bordelong-TE 1 st
Bob Boltz-WR 1 st
Dick Bonner-DT 1 st
Rob Dodge-DE 1 st
Bill Hillier-QB 1st
John Hussey-MG 1 st
Jim Lower-DB 1 st
Kevin Lynch-T 1 st
Mourizio Schindler-K 1 st
Don Snider-LB 1 st
Greg Moore-DB HM
Gront Nesbitt-G HM
1978 Dick Bonner-DT 1st
Woyne Cummerlonder-RB 1st 
Rick Loinhort -DE 1 st
Bob Bordelong- TE HM
Kevin Lynch-T HM
1979 Doug McCombs-G 1st
Jim Hoyle-K 1 st
Ric Loinhort-DE 1st
Mott Bokos-MG 1 st
Gregg Cobb-LB 1 st
Dove Vulgomore-DB 1 st
Woyne Cummerlonder-FB HM 
Brion Worning-T HM
1980 Doug McCombs-G 1 st
Woyne Woodruff-WR 1 st
Rondy Weisenstein-LB 1 st
Dove Vulgomore-S 1 st
Jim Hoyle-K 1 st
Jeff Humphrey-DE HM
Doug Loke-CB HM
1981 Tom Dolder-G 1st
Jim Hoyle-K 1 st
Jon Mostel-P 1 st
Jeff Humphrey-DE 1st
Rondy Weisenstein-LB 1 st




1982 Chuck Golden-DB 1 st
Jim Hoyle-K 1st
Tony Keels-NG 1 st




Bryon Volentine-WR 1 st
Tony Keels-MG 1 st
Gory Ubry-DE 1 st























1988 Croig Sutherlond-TE, P 1 st
Rondy Normon-LB 1st
















1991 Ron Severonce-WR 1st
























1996 Joe Kocsondi-P 1st
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OTTERBEINALL-OAC PLAYERS










2000 Jeff Gibbs-TE 1st
Brent McCoy-DB 1st














2002 David Suitor-ILB 2nd
Chuck Black-C HM
Greg Fleming-SE HM








2004 Ricardo Lenhart-WR 1 st
Russ Meade-OL 1 st
John Sims-K 1 st
Justin Clark-DL 1 st




2005 Kieran Johnson-LB 1 st






2006 Doug Tima-OL 1st
Matt Lisi-DL 1 st




2007 Scott DeLong- WR 1 st





2008 Ryan Rowley-WR 1 st
Andy Fries-OL 1 st
Colton Coy-RB 1 st
BJ. Wanninger-K 1st
Mike King-DL 1 st
Eric Burnsides-LB 1st








2009 Colton Coy-RB 1 st
Chad Woodfork-DB 1 st








2010 Colton Coy-RB 1st
David Brewer-PK 1 st







2011 Trey Faircnild-WR 1st





2012 Pat Seesholtz-DE 1st
































Todd Atkins ........................ 1999-00











Harold Barnes........ ......... 1991-92
Tom Barnett............. ......... 1988-90
Luke Bartlett............. ......... 2004-07
Tim Bates................ ......... 1982-85
Travis Bates............. .....2011,2013
Joey Batey.............. ..............2013
Bryan Battle............. ......... 1986-88
Mark Beach............ ......... 1992-93
Michael Beaver....... ............... 1997
Scott Bechtel............ ......... 1991-94
Kyle Beck................ ......... 2012-13
Quintin Beck............ ......... 2008-10
Robert Benjamin..... ......... 2001-02
Jake Benko.............. ...............2009
Cole Benner............ .............. 2013
Jordan Benson........ ......... 20iai2
Evan Bergenstein .... ......... 2012-13
Nathan Bernard...... .......... 200004
Chris Berndt............ ......... 2007-09
Mike Betz................ .......... 1991-94
Josh Bichsel............. .............. 2013
Mike Binkley...................... 1999-01
Brian K. Bishop....... ................1996
Brian F. Bishop........ ................2004





Jim Boltz.................. .........  1983-85
Jordan Bonifas......... .......... 201213
Andrew Boothe....... ................2005
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Dave Daniel............. ........ 1984-85




Brick Davis............... ........ 2012-13
Jim Day.................... ........ 1986-87
Chester Deaton....... ..............2013
Mike DeBruin............ ........ 1987-88
Scott DeLong............ ........ 2004-07
Jon Dent.................... ........ 199a93




Michael Detwiler...... ........ 2006-09
Pierre Deveaux........ ........ 1986-89
Jim Dodderer............ ........ 2006-08















Kenny Duff Jr............ ..............2013
Mike Dunlevy.......... .........1984-86
Dan Dustin............... .........2001-04













































































































































Bo Jackson.............................. ] 993
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1987-88 Scott Pryfogle.....................  1982-85





2010- 12 Ryan Range.......................... 2001-03
.....2004 Snane Rannebarger..............1998-01
1992- 95 ToddRasor.......................... 1988-91
1999- 01 Matt Redick...........................1994-97
2000- 02 Joe Reed...............................2008-09
.....1997 Michael Reed............................2003
1990- 93 Brandon Rees.......................2005-06
.....1996 Ryan Rehmer............................. 2007
1993- 96 Joe Reichert......................... 1988-89
.....2011 Donnie Reinhart................... 2007-09




2001- 03 Rusty Richards......................1995-98
1999-00 Chase Riffle.......................... 2003-06
1992-93 Darby Riley...........................1989-91
1991- 92 Alex Ritchey.........................2002-03
2009- 11 David Ritchey....................... 1997-00
2009-11 Ron Ritchey......................... 1993-95




2011- 13 Dawon Robinson.................. 1999-00
1986-88 Dyson Robinson....................1998-01
1994- 95 Micheaux Robinson............ 2001 -04
1998- 99 Chris Roby.................................2008
1986- 89 Dwayne Roddy.....................1985-88
1987- 90 ToddRoese........................... 1989-90
.....2002 Mike Rogerson................... 1993-95
1988- 91 Harrison Rosch..........................2010
....2013 Anthony Rose.....................  1986-87
.....2012 Trevor Rosendahl.................2000-01
2012- 13 Robbie Rosner..................... 2006-08
1985- 88 Justin Ross............................2003-07





.....2006 Jeffrey Runyon II........................2003
.....2012 Chris Rush............................2002-04
.....2012 Jake Russell...............................2010
2008- 10 Nathan Russell..................... 2005-08
.....2006 Mike Ryan................................. 2011
.....1998 Kevin Rybka.........................2008-09
20iail Chris Ryle............................. 2011-12
.....2008
1994- 96 S
.....2005 Jacob Samuel........................... 2011
2009- 11 Tim Sautter........................... 1996-99
2012-13 Loren Savage.....................1990-92
.....2011 Bruce Scally......................... 1991-93
2010- 12 Victor Searpelli......................... 2012
1995- 98 RobSchaar..........................2001-03
1992- 94 Derek Schaefer......................... 2005
1999- 01 Brad Scheiber.......................1990-93
.....2003 Rich Schell.......................... 1989-91
1987-89 Austin Schlosser................. 2009-11
.....1985 Jeffrey Schmidt..........................2005
2009-10 Dakota Schwan........................2013
1986- 88 Adam Scott.............................. 2013






2001 -02 Marcos Segovia................. 1995-98
.....1998 Mark Sell............................ 1983-85











































































































































































































































1 2 Kenyon....................... 28
10 Denison........................20
52 Wittenberg................... 0
















14 Ohio State................. . 6
8 Ohio Wesleyan........ .4
12 Ohio Medical.......... .0





38 Ohio Medical......... ..0
18 Kenyon ..................... ..0
0 Ohio State................ 12
0 Wash. & Jeff............ 16
6 Ohio Wesleyan....... ..8




20 Kenyon ................... ...0
18 Denison................... ...0
12 Wittenberg............. ...0
12 Ohio State.............. 12
0 OhioU.................... .24
0 Barracks.................. ...8
0 Dayton Men's Club ...4
Coach; C.H. Pillsbury
1898(1-3-0)
0 Wittenberg............. . 10
16 Denison................... ...0
0 Dayton Men's Club. 11
0 Ohio Medical........ .11
1899 (3-5-0)
0 Ohio State.............. .29
6 Wash. & Jeff........... .59









0 OhioU ........................ 6
0 Heidelberg ..................0
16 Denison........................ 0
0 Ohio Medical .......... 26
12 Ohio Wesleyan ...........0







0 Ohio Wesleyan .........16
5 Muskingum ...................2





0 OhioU ................ ...36
20 Muskingum.......... ..... 0
20 Marietta .............. ... 13
12 Denison................ ...33
7 Wittenberg ......... ..... 6
71 Antioch ................ ..... 0
3 Cincinnati ............ ..... 0
7 Ohio Wesleyan .. ...20
Coach; R.F. Martin
1901 (4-2-2)
0 Ohio State ................... 0
45 Antioch ........................ 0
0 Ohio Medical ...........17
1 2 Wittenberg .................. 2
0 Ohio Wesleyan ........35
0 OhioU .........................0
53 Kenyon .........................0
12 Dayton Athletic Club. 8
Coach; E.C. Wainright
1902 (0-7-1)
0 Ohio State............ ....5
0 Ohio Medical ..... ..38







0 Cincinnati ............. .. 17
5 Miami ................... .....6
6 Wittenberg .......... ...11
Coach; E.C. Wainright
1903 (2-5-1)
0 Ohio State.......... ...18
5 Ohio Normal....... .. 23
0 Ohio Medical .... ...24
6 Ohio Wesleyan .. ...61
12 Wooster .............. ... 10
22 Ohio U................. .... 0
0 Denison............... ...180 Dayton Athletic Club. 6 
Coach; H.R. Keene
1908 (4-5-0)
0 Ohio State ................. 18
0 Kenyon ....................17
16 Wittenberg .................. 0
31 Antioch .......................4











0 Wittenberg ................ 0
18 Antioch ......................... 5





0 Kenyon ........................ 0




12 OhioU ......................... 0
Coach; A.A. Exendine
1915 (3-6-0)
1 2 South High ................. 0











7 Kenyon ........................ 0
0 OhioU ..................... 13
9 Ohio Wesleyan.......... 0
55 St Mary's.....................10










0 Ohio Wesleyan ...... 49





5 Ohio Medical .
0 Kenyon ............

















22 St. Marys..................... 0
30 Muskingum...................2
3 Cincinnati................... 16
1 1 Ohio U.....................11
8 Denison....................... 23
19 Antioch......................... 6





6 Ohio State................... 6
16 Antioch ........................ 0
0 Ohio Wesleyan ........33
5 Ohio Medical .........24
6 OhioU ....................... 5
0 Heidelberg ...................9
6 Wooster ....................... 0





.....160 Ohio Wesleyan ,
0 Ohio State..............55
20 Muskingum ...... ........0
12 St. Mary's......... .....14
3 Denison............. .....60
7 Cincinnati......... .....39
6 Antioch ............. ..... 26
0 OhioU ............. ........7






0 OhioU ...................... 10
6 Ohio Wesleyan.........24
0 Denison......................26
0 Ohio Medical ...........39
0 Muskingum ................30




15 Ohio Wesleyan ...........6
3 Kenyon .......................15
74 Antioch .........................6
6 Akron ....................... 38
27 Ohio U........................ 0







6 Heidelberg ................ 13
0 Muskingum.................  6
0 Kenyon .....................  39
Coach; H.P. Swain
1919 (0-7-0)
6 Ohio Wesleyan ....... 26
12 Denison.......................26
0 W. Va. Wesleyan ..53
0 Heidelberg ................19
0 Wittenberg ............... 58
0 Muskingum ..............19
0 Marietta .................... 43
Coach; Ray Watts
1920(1-7-0)
0 Ohio Wesleyan ........33
0 Muskingum ................24
0 Denison..................... 21
3 Ohio Northern ......... 23
60 Wilmington .................7
14 OhioU....................... 53
2 Heidelberg ................ 21
0 Wittenberg ................42
Coach; Merlin Ditmer
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1 3 Heidelberg ..................2
7 Kenyon ........................ 7





0 Ohio Wesleyan .........13




7 Wittenberg .............. 55
0 OhioU .....................20








1 3 Wittenberg ................24
0 Muskingum .................. 6






0 Ohio Wesleyan ........35
0 Heidelberg ...................6
20 Muskingum ............. 13






0 Muskingum .............. 13
1 2 Hiram ........................12
0 Baldwin-Wallace ........7
0 Heidelberg ................39












0 Bowling Green.......... 0
0 Miami ........................ 33
0 Marietta .......................6
14 Baldwin-Wallace ........6








1 8 Kenyon ......................... 0
0 Marietta ..................... 38
7 Hiram ............................8





0 Kenyon ........................ 6
2 Marietta ......................6





Coach; R.K. (Deke) Edier
1930(4-3-1)
25 Cedarville .................. 0
13 Hiram ........................... 0
0 Capital .....................13





Coach; R.K. (Deke) Edier
1931 (5-3-0)
26 Hiram ..........................0
0 Heidelberg .................. 7
20 Capital ........................ 6
20 Ohio Northern ............0
13 Marietta ....................... 0
26 Kenyon .......................13
0 Kent State.....................6
0 John Carroll ............ 18
Coach; R.K. (Deke) Edier
1932 (4-2-2)
1 8 Oberlin ........................ 0
19 Kent State.....................0
0 Ohio Northern ............9
6 Capital ....................... 0
0 Ashland........................ 0
12 Kenyon ........................ 0
7 Toledo......................... 12
0 Akron ...........................0
Coach; R.K. (Deke) Edier
1933 (3-4-1)
6 John Carroll ..............20
0 Muskingum .................. 0
13 Marietta ....................... 7
0 Denison.......................12
6 Ohio Northern .......... 0
0 Ashland .................. 1 3
20 Capital ........................ 0
0 Toledo.........................12




0 Wittenberg ............... 33
6 Kent State.....................7
0 Ohio Northern .........23
0 Denison......................26
6 Ashland ....................... 2
6 Capital ...................... 12






24 Hiram .......................... 7
6 Kenyon...........................6








0 Wooster ..................... 34
0 Kenyon ......................  25




6 Muskingum ................ 19
0 Kenyon .....................  20
0 Kent State...................13
12 Mount Union................7
6 Ashland ....................... 7
0 Marietta ..................... 12
12 Hiram ........................... 0
6 Capital ...................... 14
Coach; Harry Ewing
1938(1-6-0)
6 Muskingum ............. 12
0 Allegheny.................. 32
0 Marietta......................28
0 Mount Union............... 7
33 Ashland .....................13




0 Muskingum ............... 32
0 Case...........................51





0 Capital....................  25
Coach; Sam Selby
1940 (3-5-0)
33 Rio Grande .................0
0 Heidelberg.................26
6 Kenyon ..................... 25
12 Ashland .......................0
13 Bluffton ........................ 6
0 Transylvania ............ 1 3
0 Marietta .....................19




0 Heidelberg ................ 13
7 Kenyon .......................12
12 Blufhon .........................0







21 Muskingum ................. 6
22 Kenyon ...................... 0
7 U.S. Miami Naval .....
Training School .....................0
0 U.S. Detroit....................






25 Rio Grande ................ 6
1 8 West Virginia Tech . 13
6 Kenyon ......................  6
0 Kenyon .....................  38
Coach; Harry Ewing
1944(5-1-0)
34 Kenyon ..................... 13
12 Wayne........................27
1 2 Muskingum ................. 7
19 West Virginia Tech . 13
28 Capital ........................0
32 Capital ...................... 0
Coach. Harry Ewing
1945 (4-2-2)
7 West Virginia ......... 41
0 Muskingum ................. 0
14 Denison...................... 46
14 Kenyon ........................0
7 Heidelberg ................. 7
14 Capital ........................6




7 West Virginia ........... 13
57 Detroit Tech ................. 0
18 Denison.......................13
20 Heidelberg ................. 0


















0 Mount Union............. 19
46 Indiana Central ......... 0
6 Heidelberg ............... 19
7 Ashland ...................... 7
0 Morris Harvey.......... 21
6 Capital ........................7
28 Adrian ..................... 13
7 Albright..................... 61
Coach; George Novotny
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OTTERBEIN YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS
1949 (5-3-0) 1956 (4-5-0) 1962 (5-4-0) 1968 (3-6-0)
1 3 Ohio Wesleyan ..... 20 47 Ohio Northern ..... . 0 7 North Central ....... .20 26 Susquehanna .........
20 Detroit Tech ........... ...6 19 Oberlin .................. .12 7 Wittenberg ............ . 14 14 Ashland ...................
0 Denison................... . 19 13 Akron ..................... ...7 29 Kenyon .................. . 14 0 Muskingum .............
15 Heidelberg ............ .49 7 Mount Union......... . 19 35 Oberlin .................. . 14 25 Ohio Northern .......
47 Ashland ................. ...6 7 Hiram ..................... .12 23 Hiram ..................... .26 0 Baldwin-Wallace ...
46 Oberlin .................. .26 26 Marietta ................. .13 42 Marietta ................. .28 6 Marietta ...................
44 Capital .................. .20 0 Muskingum ............ .65 21 Ashland ................. . 14 40 Heidelberg...............
26 Hiram .................... ...7 7 Wash. & Jeff......... . 19 21 Ohio Wesleyan .... ...0 30 Hiram........................
Coach; George Novotny 7 Capital .................. .41 0 Capital .................. .13 20 Capital ....................
Coach: Bob (Moe) Agler Coach; Bob (Moe) Agler Coach: Larry Lintner
1950 (3-5-0)
14 Ohio Wesleyan .... .60 1957 (5-3-0) 1963 (5-3-1) 1969 (3-5-1)
20 Wilmington .......... ...6 19 Ohio Northern ..... ...6 34 North Central ...... ...0 28 Susquehanna .........
1 3 West Virginia Tech .59 34 Oberlin .................. .19 28 Wittenberg ........... .28 16 Ashland ...................
0 Denison................... .26 6 Mount Union......... ...0 42 Kenyon .................. ...2 21 Denison ....................
7 Heidelberg ............ .40 13 Hiram .................... ...7 13 Oberlin ................. .. 19 21 Ohio Northern .......
32 Marietta ................ ...6 46 Marietta .................,.13 26 Hiram .................... ..18 21 Baldwin-Wallace....
32 Capital ......................0 14 Muskingum ........... ..61 0 Marietta ................ .. 14 24 Marietta ...................
1 3 Muskingum .......... ..60 13 Wash. & Jeff...........20 6 Ashland ................ ....7 14 Heidelberg .............
Coach; George Novotny 14 Capital.................. ..28 28 Ohio Wesleyan ... ..12 14 Hiram ......................
Coach: Bob (Moe) Agler 21 Capital ................. ....6 18 Capital ....................
1951 (2-4-2) Coach: Bob (Moe) Agler Coach; Larry Lintner
0 Wilmington ......... ....7 1958 (3-4-2)
























20 Capital ...................... 14
19 Muskingum ............... 48
Coach; Harry Ewing
1952 (2-6-0)
Ohio Wesleyan ...... 53
26 Hiram
o Oberlin ......................J4
32 Kenyon ...................... 14







7 Ohio Wesleyan .........50




1 3 Muskingum ................34
20 Capital ...................... 19
Coach; Harry Ewing
1954 (2-6-0)
7 Morris Harvey......... 34




13 Hiram ......................... 7








19 Oberlin .................... 14
0 Akron ........................58
13 Wittenberg ..............13
1 2 Marietta .......................7
1 3 Hiram ........................ 28
7 Capital ......................33














Heidel berg ............. 14
Ashland
Capital








































Coach; Bob (Moe) Agler
Capital
1961 (8-1-0)
20 Findian aiay........................ o
14 Heidelberg .................7
35 Kenyon ........................ 0
28 Oberlin ........................ 7
31 Hiram ........................... 7




Coach: Bob (Moe) Agler








10 Capital ...................... 19
Coach: Bob (Moe) Agler
1965 (4-5-0)
7 Indiana Central .......14
6 Wittenberg.............. 27
33 Kenyon ...................... 26
24 Oberlin ...................... 20
13 Bluffton ...................... 30
10 Marietta ....................... 0
0 Heidelberg ................ 28
38 Hiram.......................... 21
6 Capital ...................... 53


























26 Indiana Central ........ 19
7 Ashland .....................31
7 Muskingum ............... 53
13 Guilford .....................47


























Coach; Bob (Moe) ^1®'' 
































































Coach: Bob (Moe) Agler




30 Kenyon ...................... 31
13 Capital .....................16
30 Ohio Wesleyan ........20
29 Marietta .....................28




Coach: Bob (Moe) Agler
1975 (4-5-0)
26 Manchester...................0
24 Kenyon ........................ 0
13 Capital ......................7
15 Ohio Wesleyan ....... 17








17 Adrian .......................... 8
16 Ohio Northern ........ 14



















0 Dayton ....................... 47
6 Ohio Wesleyan .........6





7 Wittenberg .............. 34








14 Capital .................... 13





30 Ohio Wesleyan ...........7










48 Ohio Wesleyan .7
14 Capital ....................... 0




1 3 Mount Union............. 14





23 Kenyon ....................... 14
14 Mount Union..............38
30 Capital .....................26
10 Ohio Northern .......... 14
10 Ohio Wesleyan ........... 6






0 Kenyon ....................... 10
7 Mount Union............. 23
31 Capital ....................... 3
3 Ohio Northern ........21






10 Marietta ....................... 6
0 Dayton ........................24
14 Muskingum ................38
13 Wittenberg .............. 35
38 Mount Union.............49
10 Heidelberg ............... 41
14 Ohio Wesleyan .......... 9
14 Baldwin-Wallace ...42
14 Capital ...................... 15




14 Muskingum ............... 33
7 Wittenberg ............... 24
7 Capital ......................22
0 Heidelberg ............... 40
0 Mount Union............ 62
7 Baldwin-Wallace ...49
14 Ohio Northern .........35

















14 Mount Union................ 29
22 Heidelberg................1 3




































28 John Carroll.............. 34
10 Heidelberg...................21
1 3 Mount Union.............. 48
24 Marietta.........................23
21 Hiram............................21
24 Baldwin-Wallace .... 24








18 Mount Union............. 21
22 Marietta.......................21
28 Hiram........................... 0






























7 John Carroll............... 44
0 Baldwin-Wallace.... 23










































Coach: A. Wallace Hood
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YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS
1998 (4-6-0, 3-6-0)
24 Mount St. Joseph......... 0
6 Boldwin-Wollace.... 48








Coach; A. Wallace Hood
1999 (7-3-0,6-3-0)
30 Mount St. Joseph.... 15









Coach: A. Wallace Hood
2000 (4-6-0, 3-6-0)








21 John Carroll.............. 28
30 Muskingum.................26
Coach: A. Wallace Hood
2001 (4-6-0, 3-6-0)












33 Waynesburg (PA)... 13
34 Marietta.................... 27
14 Wilmington..............32
0 Mount Union............ 55
3 Capital.......................35
21 Muskingum.................34































































































56 John Carroll............... 28
34 Baldwin-Wallace.... 35
1 3 Capital....................... 23
49 Muskingum................. 14






33 Ohio Northern (OT)....34
20 Heidelberg.................. 41















0 Mount Union................. 51
23 Capital...........................9
40 Marietta........................ 20
24 Ohio Northern............. 13
Coach: Tim Doup
2013 (5-5-0, 5-4-0)
0 St. John Fisher................28
30 Wilmington................... 14
0 John Carroll...................28
19 Baldwin Wallace............. 7
12 Muskingum.....................10
17 Heidelberg.....................35
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DR. KATHY KRENDL OTTERBEIN
President Kathy A. Krendl, the 20th president and the first woman to lead Otterbein Univer­
sity, took office July 1, 2009. President Krendl received her bachelor's degree in English from 
Lawrence University, her master's degree in journalism from The Ohio State University and 
her doctorate in communication from the University of Michigan. After holding teaching and 
administrative positions at Indiana University from 1983 through 1996, President Krendl 
joined Ohio University as dean of the Scripps College of Communication. In 2004, she was 
appointed Executive Vice President and Provost at Ohio University.
During President Krendl's tenure, Otterbein has changed its name from College to University.
It has also developed and launched its new undergraduate curriculum with Its transition to se­
mesters. The curriculum focuses on the distinctive character of Otterbein's unique combination 
of curricular and experiential learning. In addition, since 2009, the institution has developed 
several new graduate programs in nursing, education, and business, including its first doctoral program, the Doctorate 
In Nursing Practice. Otterbein has also reached out to the region with the Introduction of summer camps for audiences of 
all ages, a growing number of on-line courses, and opened the Otterbein Collegiate Institute, offering college courses for 
high school students. The institution has signed six new associate to baccalaureate degree agreements with six two-year 
institutions in the region, along with its long-standing partnership with Columbus State Community College.
Since President Krendl's appointment, Otterbein was named a top 10 "Up and Comer" by its peers in the "Guide to 
America's Best Colleges" by U.S. News & World Report and is ranked in the top 20 among 149 schools in its category. 
The American Association of Colleges and Universities selected Otterbein as one of six national demonstration sites for 
experiential learning, along with Georgetown and Tufts. The University's emphasis on student engagement in community 
service led Washington Monthly to recognize Otterbein as a top school for contributions to the public good. Otterbein 
also has been consistently recognized with distinction on the President's Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll 
through the Corporation for National and Community Service.
President Krendl resides in Westerville with her husband, Richard S. Gilbert, who teaches journalism and communica­
tion at Otterbein. Their children, Claire and Tom, have pursued academic careers. After completing her Ph.D., Claire 
joined Virginia Tech. Tom is currently a doctoral student at Berkeley. President Krendl serves on the boards of the Colum­
bus YWCA, I Know I Can, the Osteopathic Heritage Foundation, and the Ohio Campus Compact. She is a member of 
Women for Economic and Leadership Development, American Association of University Women, and the International 
Women's Forum.
Otterbein University continues its proud tradition of athletic and academic excellence and has enjoyed over 
100 years of intercollegiate competition. During that time, the University’s mission has been to balance academ­
ics and athletic competition. Our commitment has been to the whole person, both in and out of the classroom. 
Our coaches are teachers first, mentors who make deep and lasting impressions on their students.
While the drive to win is important, our real commitment lies in developing leadership traits and the com­
petitive spirit, which will aid our scholar-athletes throughout their lives.
On behalf of Otterbein’s faculty, students and administration, we thank you for your support of Otterbein’s 
athletics programs in 2013-14 and for your continuing involvement in their successes.
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OTTERBEIN OTTERBEIN PROFILE
The University
Otterbein University is a small 
private university nationally- 
recognized for its intentional 
blending of liberal arts and 
professional studies through 
its renowned Integrative Stud­
ies curriculum and its commit­
ments to experiential learning 
and community engagement. 
Otterbein consistently stands 
in its category's top 20 in 
U.S. News & World Report's 
guide to "America's Best 
Colleges." It has been ac­
credited since 1913 by the 
North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools.
Location
Its picturesque campus is per­
fectly situated in Westerville, 
Ohio, America's fifth friendli­
est town (Forbes), just minutes 
from Columbus, the 15th 
largest city in the country.
Enrollment
Otterbein offers 75 un­
dergraduate majors; five mas­
ter s programs; and a doctor­
ate in nursing practice (DNP). 
Otterbein's commitment to 
opportunity started with its 
founding in 1 847 as one of 
the nation's first universities to 
welcome women and persons 
of color to its community of 
teachers and learners, which 
now numbers 2,600 under­
graduate and 400 graduate 
students. Otterbein remains 
committed to its relationship 
with the United Methodist 
Church and its spirit of inclu­
sion, and welcomes people 
of all backgrounds to Otter­
bein's Model Community.
The Campus
Otterbein's 140-acre campus 
in the heart of Westerville 
includes the historic Towers 
Hall, constructed in 1872. 
Renowned for its Department 
of Theatre and Dance, Otter­
bein students perform plays 
for the community in The 
Fritsche Theatre at Cowan 
Hall, which was renovated 
in 2005. The Department of 
Art displays art from students, 
faculty, the University collec­
tion and visiting exhibits in 
the Miller Gallery in the Art 
and Communication Build­
ing, Fisher Gallery in Roush 
Hall, and the Frank Museum 
of Art. A new permanent 
exhibit is the Presidents' Gal­
lery, a historical and artistic 
display of all the University 
presidents, on the second 
floor of Towers Hall. The 
Department of Music also 
offers public performances 
of opera, symphony, march­
ing band and student choral 
groups. Classes began in fall 
2009 at both the newly built 
Center for Equine Studies 
and the University's Science 
Center, which has completed 




ratio of 11:1 offers students 
the opportunity to receive 
personalized attention from 
their instructors. Professors 
are active in campus affairs, 
serve as advisers to stu­
dents, and participate in a 
unique sabbatical program 
to research and study recent 
developments in their fields.
Athletics
Men and women compete in 
the Ohio Athletic Conference, 
NCAA Division III. There 
are ten varsity sports for both 
men and women. A com­
plete intramural program is 
available to all students.
Community Service
The White House awarded 
Otterbein the President's 
Award for General Com­
munity Service in 2008 for 
its commitment to community 
service and service-learning. 
Otterbein has been on its 
Community Service Honor 
Roll with Distinction for 
seven consecutive years. 
Approximately 80 percent 
of the student body partici­
pated in community service 
in 2012-13. In addition,
60 service-learning courses 
enrolled over 1,000 students 
that same year. Otterbein has 
been recognized by Wash­
ington Monthly as a Top 50 




grams are available in the­
atre, dance, music and visual 
arts. There are numerous 
cultural events free to students 
throughout the year.
Global and Intercultural 
Engagement
Students have the opportunity 
at Otterbein to study abroad 
and to participate in local 
and regional cultural im­
mersion programs. Through 
intercultural experiences, 
students gain a deeper
knowledge of and respect 
for another culture's world­
view, its values, customs, and 
traditions. They may develop 
greater linguistic proficiency 
in another language and the 
ability to engage in mean­
ingful communication with 
people in another culture. 
Students also develop global 
and cross-cultural competen­
cies as they gain a deeper 
appreciation for diversity.
Costs
2014-2015 annual tuition is 
$31,424. Room and board 
for one year is $9,460.
For more information, 
contact:
Office of Admission 
Otterbein University 
1 South Grove Street 
Westerville, Ohio 43081 
(614) 823-1500 
For Application Materials: 
1-800-488-8144
Otterbein University admits 
students of any race, color, 
sex, creed, handicap and 
national or ethnic origin.
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FACILITIES
A new era in Otterbein football began in the fall of 2005 as the 
Cardinals moved into a new home in Memorial Stadium.
The $3.2 million grandstand, built on the same site of old 
Memorial Stadium, was dedicated on Sept. 17, 2006 shortly before 
Otterbein defeated cross-town rival Capital, 17-14, by scoring 
on its last two possessions of the game.
The grandstand was financed through private funds, 
raised through the Clements Foundation and the Otterbein "O"
Club, both long-time contributors to athletics and other academic 
programs at Otterbein.
The grandstand, with handicap access, seats 2,400, 
including a section in the middle with 500 stadium chairs, and 
a press box with elevator. The stadium also features state-of-the-art 
locker rooms, a training room, equipment room, and "O"
Club room.
Memorial Stadium received a $2.1 million upgrade over the sum­
mer of 2014. The natural grass surface was replaced with Crossflex 
HP turf and a new 13-millimeter sandwich track was installed.
Lights, courtesy of Cellular One, were added to Memorial Stadium 
in 1996.
The Frank and Vida Clements Recreation and Fitness Center 
opened in the fall of 2002.
The $9.5 million center enhances the curriculum and clinical 
experiences for students preparing for careers in health, 
fitness and athletic training. In addition, the center significantly 
increases the facilities for the athletic training, sport management, and 
health and fitness programs; increases the health, wellness and rec­
reation programs for students, faculty and staff; enhances Otterbein s 
capacity to attract future students; and expands the opportunities for 
partnership with the wider Columbus community.
The center has two components: a 75,000 square-foot field house, 
complete with a sanctioned six-lane, 200-meter indoor track; and a 
two-story connector to the existing Rike Center, which features a high- 
tech cardiovascular fitness area, fully-equipped training and rehabilita­
tion center, coaching offices, classrooms and a student lounge area.
Built in 1 974, the Rike Center houses physical education facili­
ties and offices. The domed roof encloses an intercollegiate hard­
wood basketball floor with seating for 3,100; equipped weight 
training room; two handball courts; and locker rooms for varsity 
teams and physical education classes. Conventional classrooms 
and offices are located on the perimeter.
A $300,000 gift from the Rike family of Dayton inaugurated 
the capital campaign to finance construction of the Rike Center, 
which was built for about $1.5 million.
In the spring of 2008, an $84,000 weight room was installed 
in the Rike Center, providing new flooring, free weights and equip­
ment for use by student-athletes, students and staff. The project was 
spearheaded by the "O" Club with support from Robert Corbin 
'49, Tom Weisenstein and the Fishbaugh Memorial Fund.
Additional sports facilities at Otterbein include tennis 
courts, and separate fields for softball, baseball and soccer. A 2.5- 
mile cross country course, which meanders Alum Creek and tra­
verses woods and farmland, opened in the fall of 1995. Gifts from 
the Otterbein alumni and friends have helped provide educational
opportunities through athletics for sportsminded students. Former 
student-athletes have continued their success in coaching, teaching, 
recreational and professional fields-evidence of quality educational 
experiences offered at Otterbein University.
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